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PREFACE 
The present exposition consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 contains 
preliminary notions, basic definitions and some fundamental results 
including the celebrated Lallement's Lemma and The Vagner-Preston 
Representation Theorem (with proof) which are used to develop the theory 
in the subsequent chapters. 
The Chapter 2 opens with the Free products and amalgamated free products 
of semigroups and is divided into four sections. In the first section we give 
some properties which characterizes the free products more precisely saying 
that the free product F =0*8 j is the unique coproduct in the sense of 
category theory of the objects Sj. In the second section we have defined the 
amalgamated free product and determine the sufficient condition under 
which semigroup amalgams are embeddable. In the third section we have 
given an important application of Zigzag theorem which is the promised 
proof of Hall, namely [Quaterly Journal of Mathematics Oxford(2), 
29(1978), 309-334]. we present a description of the free product of a special 
amalgamation of monoids using the "homological" techniques introduced by 
Jame Renshaw [Proc. London. Math. Soc. (3) 52 (1986), 19-141 ] and from 
this. In the foutrh section we have given a "new proof of Isbell's zigzag 
theorem" due to Jame Renshaw [Journal of Algebra 251, 12-15 (2002)]. This 
is the first proof which makes direct use of the amalgamated fi*ee products. 
In Chapter 3, we extend the results on amalgamated free products of inverse 
semigroups and bands. This chapter is divided in to two sections. In the first 
section we show how the class of inverse semigroups has the strong 
amalgamation property while in the second section we have given which 
classes of Bands have the strong or special amalgamation property. 
In Chapter 4, we establish the theorem, due to T.E.Hall [J. Algebra, 34 
(1975), 375-385]. concerning an inverse semigroup amalgam; that is to say 
an inverse semigroup amalgam is embeddable in an inverse semigrpoup. 
In Chapter 5, we have given the result that any amalgam of generalized 
inverse semigroups is strongly embeddable in a semigroup. The proof is via 
three representation extension properties. First we show that any generalized 
inverse semigroup has the representation extension property in any 
containing generalized inverse semigroup; and that any right generalized 
inverse semigroup has the free (and hence the strong ) representation 
extension property in £iny containing right generalized inverse semigroup. 
In chapter 6, we successfully deal with the embedding of an amalgam of 
regular semigroups whose core is full in each member. In general, an 
amalgam of regular semigroups (even left regular bands) cannot be weakly 
embedded in a semigroup. In the final section, we describe the varieties of 
regular*-semigroups possessing the weak (strong) amalgamation property, 
which is not complete due to the known problems with the varieties of 
groups and completely simple semigroups. 
At the end, the list of references of literature consulted has been given. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to collect some basic semigroup theoretic notions and 
results with a view to make our dissertation as self contained as possible, where 
as the elementary knowledge of the algebraic concepts such as groups, homomor-
phism, monomorphisms etc. has been preassimied and thus, no attempt is been 
made to discuss them here. Most of the material included in this chapter occiu-s in 
the standard literature namely [15], [16], [19], [21], [22], [23], [25], [28], [29], 
[30] , [31] and [47]. 
1.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section we begin with some basic definitions of semigroup theory in-
cluding that of amalgamation . 
Definition 1.1.1 : A non-empty set S with a binary operation • which is 
associative is ('ailed a semigroup. 
a-kb for a, 6 G 5 will be denoted by ab. We shall write a multiplicative semigioup 
as (^, •) or often simply as S. 
Definition 1.1.2 : If a semigroiip ( 5 , •) has the additional property that 
( for ail x,y e S). 
xy = yx, 
we shall say that it is a commutative semigroup. 
Definition 1.1.3 : Let X be any non-empty set and let 
Tx = { f / f • X —* X } . Define an operation onTx as a composition of 
mappings. 
Then 7x is a semigroup under the composition of mapping wtiich is called as 
the full transformation semigroup of mappings on X 
Definition 1.1.4 : Let X be any non-empty set . Define an operation " o " on 
X as follows : 
Then the operation is associative i.e. 
X o (^y o z) = {x o y) o z for all x , y , z E X 
The above semigroup is called a left [ right J zero semigroup. 
Definition 1.1,5 ( Band ) : By a band we mean a semigroup S in which every 
element is idempotent, i.e a^  = a for all a G 5 . 
Definition 1.1.6 : If / and A are non-empty sets , an associative multi[)licatioii 
can be defined on the cartesian product. 
I X A = { ( A , / x ) : A e / , / x G A } 
as follows 
( Ai, /ii ) * (A2 , H2) = (Ai,/i2) 
Then ( / x A , * ) is a semigroup which is called a retangular hand I x A. If 
|A| = 1 [ | / | = 1] ,then / x Ais a left [ right ] zero semigroup. 
Definition 1.1.7 : A band S is said to be right [left ] normal band if abc = 
bac [abc = acb], for all a,b,c E S. 
Definition 1.1.8 : Let S be semigroup . If for some X , S is a subsemigroup of 
Tx ,then S is said to be a semigroup of mappings . 
Definition 1.1.9 : A homomorphism $ : S -+ T^ ,for some X, is said to be a 
representation of S . If <l> is one -one, then it is said to be a faithful representation 
of 5. 
Definition 1.1.10 : A relation p on a set X is called an equivalence relation if 
it is reflexive , symmetric and transitive. 
Definition 1.1.11 : Let p e B{X), then 
= { x£X / 3 yeX s.t. {x, y) e p } 
(2) range of p = ran (p) 
= { y G X / 3 xe X s.t. (x, y) € p } 
Remark 2 : If p is an equivalence relation on X then 
dom( p ) 2 dom ( Ix ) = X , ran (p) 3 ran ( I j ) = X 
and so dom( p ) = ran (p) = X. 
Definition 1.1,12 : Let X be any non-empty set Then any subset of X x X is 
called a binary relation on X including empty set $ and X x X. 
Let B{X) = The set of all binary relations on X . Define an operation on 
B{X) as follows : 
For any p,(T & B{X) 
poa = {{x,y) e X X X j 3 zeX s.t. (x, z) e p and (z, y) e rr }. 
Then ( B{X), o) is a semigroup. 
Definition 1.1.13 : An element $ 6 B{X) is called a partial mapping if \x^\ — 1 
or equivalently 
for each x G dcnn{^). $ is partial mapping if 
{x,y) , {x , z) e^:^y = z 
K $ is a partial mapping and (x, y) G $, then we write x<^ = y. 
Definition 1.1.14 : Let 5" be a semigroup Then a relation R on S is said to left. 
[ right J compatible if [^ s ,t,a e S) {s, t) £ R = {as , at) ^ R[{sa, ta) e R]. 
R is said to be compatible if {s, t),{s',f) e R =^ {ss', tt') e R . 
Definition 1.1.15 : A left [right ] compatible eqiiivaence relation on a semigroup 
S is said to be left [ right j congruence on S. A compatible eqviivalence relation 
is said to be a congruence on S. 
Definition 1.1.16 : Let i? be a relation on a semigroup 5 . If c, rf G 5 are such 
that 
c = xpy, d = xqy 
for some x, y in S^, where either {p,q) E R or {q, p) E R, we say that c is 
connected to d by an elem.entary R-transition , where 
1 ^ r S if 5 has 1 
[ 5 U { 1} , otherwise 
Definition 1.1.17 : A semigroup S is right [ left J simple if aS = S [Sa = S] 
for all a e S ( i.e. it has no proper ideal ) . A global definition of a group, 
often utilized in semigroup theory, is that of a semigroup which is both left and 
right simple. One might therefore expect right simple semigroups to resemble 
with groups. The classical result along these lines is that the followings are 
equivalent : 
(i) <S is right simple and left cancellative ; 
{ii) S is right simple with at least one idempotent ; 
{Hi) S is isomorphic to GxR, where G is a group and Risa. right zero-semigroui) 
( i.e. xy = y for all x, y E R ) . 
Definition 1.1.18 ( 0-Simple Semigroup ) : A semigroup S with zero is called 
0- simple if 
{i) {0} and S are its only ideals; 
(n) S' ^ {0}. 
Definition 1.1.19 (Completely 0-Simple Semigroup ) : A semigroup is 
said to be a completely O-simple if it is 0- simple and has a primitive idempotent. 
Here primitive idempotent is an idempotents that is minimal within the set of 
non-zero idempotents. Thus a primitive idempotent e has the property that 
ef = fe = f^Q^e = f. 
Definition 1.1.20 : If a is an element of a semigroup S, the smallest left ideal 
containing a is 5a U {a} [aS U {a}],denoted by S^a [aS^],and is called the 
principal left [ right ] ideal generated by a. The smallest two sided ideal generated 
by ais SaUaSU aSa U {a}, denoted by S^aS^, is called the principal two sided 
ideal generated by a. 
Green's relation/^on S [7^on 5] is then defined by , that aCb <^ S^a = S^b 
<^ 3 X, y ^ S^ such that a = xb and b = ya. 
Dually aUb <^ aS^ = bS^ 
<^ 3 X, y E S^ such that a = bx and b = ay. 
The Green's relation J o n 5 is defined by ajb <^ S^aS^ = S^bSK 
<?^ 3 X, y, u, w £ S^ such that a = xby and b = uaw. 
The join of the Green's relations £ and TZ in the lattice of all equivalences 
on a semigroup is called the Green's relation P . 
Definition 1.1.21 : Each I>-class in a semigroup is a imion of £-classes and 
also union of 7^-classes. The intersection of an £-class and72.-class is either empty 
or is an TC-class ( the Green's relation 7i is defined as CmZ).In fact, by the very 
definition of T> 
aCb <^ RaHLb^ (p 
<=> LanRbJ^<f) 
where La\ Ra], for any a G 5 is the£ [7?.] class of a. 
The £-cl£iss ( 7^-class ,?£-class, D-class, ^7-class) containing the element a will 
be denoted by La{Ra, Ha, Da, J a)- It is easy to see that in a semigroup with 
zero , 
Lo = fio = ffo - i^ o = Jo = {0}. 
La < Lb if S^aCS^b, 
Ra < Rb if aS^CbS\ 
and 
Ja < Jb if S^aS' C S^bS l „ c i r- cl; ,cl 
we thus have a partial order relation on each of the sets S/C, S/TZ , S/J 
Notice that 
^xa _; '-'ai ttax S: t^i Jxay S: J a 
for every a in 5 and for every x,y m 5^. Notice also that either of La < Lb and 
Ra < ^6 implies that Ja < Jb-
Definition 1.1.22 (Semigroup Amalgam) : An amalgam of semigroups is 
a family {Si , i £ I ; [/ ) of semigroups such that U is a subsemigroup of each 
Si and such that SiH Sj = U for all distinct i, j £ I. 
Definition 1.1.23 : A class of algebras A is said to have the strong amalgamation 
property if for any family of algebras { Ai : i E I } from >l,each having an algebra 
U E Aas a. subalgebra , there exist an algebra B in A and raonomorphisms 
^i'. Ai ^ B, i e I, such that 
(i) ^i\U = ^j\U for all i, j £l, 
(a) Ai^i n Aj^j = U^i for all i, j e I with i ^ j . 
Here $i | U denotes the restriction of ^i to U. Omitting the condition (ii) 
gives us the definition of the weak amalgamation property . Adding the condi-
tion that Ai = Aj for all i, j £ I, to the hypothesis of the definition of the 
strong amalgamation property gives us the definition of the special amalgamation 
property . 
1.2 SOME SELECTED RESULTS 
Definition 1.2.1 : Let S" be a semigroup . An element a of 5 is regular if there 
exist X £ S such that a ~ axa. A semigroup S is said to be regular if all its 
element axe regular. 
We remark that in a regiilar semigroup a = axa G Sa^ eind similarly o G aS, a G 
SaS. Thus in considering Green's equivalences on a regular semigroup we can 
drop all reference to S^, and assert more simply that 
aCb if and only if Sa = Sh, 
aTU) if and only if aS = bS, 
ajb if and only if SaS = SbS. 
In the following characterizatons of the equivalences £, TZ and H we introduce 
the notation V{a) for the set of all inverses of an element a. Where inverse of 
a € -S" is an element a' G 5 such that 
aa a = a and a aa = a 
A regular semigroup S is characterized by the property that V{a) ^ (j) for 
every a in S. 
The following lemma, due to Lallement [42] is crucial in the study of regulax 
semigroups. 
Lemma 1.2.2 (Lallement's Lemma) : Let p be a congruence on a regular 
semigroup S. If ap is an idempotent in S/p then there exists an idempotent e in 
S such that ap — ep. Moreover e can be choosen so that Re < Ra, Le < La-
Proof : If ap is an idempotent in S/p then (a, a^) € p. Let x be an inverse in S 
of o2. Then 
2 5 2 2 
a xa = a , xa x = x 
If e = axa, then 
and so e is idempotent . Also 
e = axa = a'^xa'^(mod p) 
= a^ = a(mod p) 
and so ap — ep. It is clear that the idempotent e = axa has the property that 
R-e ^ Rai Le S J^a-
The close correspondence between congruences and homomorphisms enables 
us to obtain the following alternative version of Lallement's Lemma : 
Lemma 1.2,3 : Let $ : S —> T be a homomorphism from a regular semigroup 
S into a semigroup T. Then 5 $ is regular. If / is an idempotent in 5 $ then 
there exists an idempotent e in S such that e$ = / . 
Definition 1.2.4 : If 5 is a semigroup and E is the set of idempotents of S, we 
shall say that an equivalence relation p on 5 is idempotent-separating if 
pn{ExE) = lE, 
i.e. if no p class contains more than one idempotent . 
By coroUary ( " If e is an idempotent in a semigroup , then He is a subgroup of 
S and no //-class in S can have more than one idempotent." ) we have that H is 
an idempotent-separating equivalence on any vsemigroup S ; hence any congruence 
contEuned in i / is an idempotent-separating congruence. In fact, as Lallement [42] 
showed : 
Proposition 1.2.5 : If 5 is regular , then a congruence p on 5 is idempotent-
separating if and only ii p C 7i . Hence H^ ( where H^ = { {a,b) £ S x S : 
iyX, y £ S^){xay, xhy) G H})is the maximiun idempotent-separating congru-
ence on S . 
Proof : We have seen that one half of this result holds in any semigroup what-
soever . It remains to show that if S is regular then any idempotent-separating 
congruence is contained inH. Accordingly, suppose that (a, 6) G p, where p is an 
idempotent-separating congruence.Then {aa\ ba') E p and so {ba')p = {aa')p^ an 
idempotent of S/p. By Lallement's Lenama (1.2.2) there is an idempotent e in 5 
such that ep = {ba')p and Re < Rba'- But then ep = [aa')p and so e = aa' since p 
is idempotent-separating. Hence 
Similarly Rb < Ra and so aTUi. But then one can use a closely similar argument 
to show that aCb. Hence {a,b) € Ti as required . 
Definition 1.2.6 : A semigroup S is called an inverse semigroup if every a in 
S possesses a unique inverse , i.e. if there exists a unique element a~^ in S such 
that 
aa~^a = a, a~^aa~^ = a"^ 
Such a semigroup is certainly regular , but not every regular semigroup is an 
inverse semigroup ; a rectangular band is an obvious example as every element is 
an inverse of every other element . 
The definition we have given , though the most natural one, is not in accord 
with our general theme of investigating the effect of properties of the idempotents 
on the structmre of a semigroup. The equivalence of (a) and (6) in the following 
theorem shows , however , that a definition in terms of idempotents is possible . 
Theorem 1.2.7: The following statements about a semigroup S are equivalent: 
(a) 5 is an inverse semigroup ; 
(b) S is regular and idempotents elements commute ; 
(c) each /I-class and each 72.-class of S contmns a imique idempotents ; 
(d) each principal left ideal and principal right ideal of S contains a unique 
idempotent generator . 
Proof : It is clear by the definitions of C and 7i that (c) and (d) are equivalent. 
To show that (a) =^ (6), let e, / be idempotents and let x = (e / )'"^ Then 
efxef — e f, xefx = x. 
The element fxe is idempotent, since 
(fxe)'^ = / {xefx )e = fxe; 
also. 
(e/) {fxe) (e/) = efxef = ef, 
{fxe) {ef) {fxe) = / {xefx)e = fxe, 
10 
and so e/ is an inverse of fxe, being idempotent, is its own unique inverse, and 
so 
fxe = ef. 
Hence 
(ef) ife) (ef) = {eff = ef, (/e) (ef) (fe) = {fe)' = fe 
and so fe is an inverse of ef . But ef, being idempotent , is its own unique 
inverse, and so we finally obtain that ef = fe. 
To show that (6) =» (c), note first that since S is regular every L-class contains 
at least one idempotent. If e, / are £-equivalent idempotents , then by proposition 
( " Every idempotent e in a semigroup 5 is a left identity for Re and a right identity 
for Le." ) 
ef = e, fe = f. 
Since, by hypothesis , ef = fe, it follows that e = / . Similar remarks apply to 
72^-classes. We can express the property (c) of inverse semigroups as follows : 
Cn{ExE)='}in{ExE) = lE, 
where E is the set of idempotents of S. 
To show that (c) => (a), notice first that a semigroup with the property (c) is 
necesseurily reg\ilar , as every "D-class contains an idempotent. If a' ,a" are inverses 
of a then aa' and aa" are idempotents in S that are 72.-equivalent to a and hence 
to each other . By property (c) we thus have that aa' = aa". Eqtially, a'a — a"a, 
and so 
/ / / >t I n It II 
a = aaa — a aa = a aa = a . 
11 
We shall consistently write E{S)OT simply E for the set of idempotents of 
the inverse semigroup S. It is a subsemigroup of S, since if e, / € E, then 
(e/)^ = e^/^ = ef. Indeed it is a commutative semigroup of idempotents and so 
we are justified in referring to the semilattice of idempotents of S . Notice that a 
semilattice is itself an exeimple of an inverse semigroup . 
Proposition 1.2.8 : Let S be an inverse semigroup, T be a semigroup and 
$ : 5 —> r be a homomorphism. Then 5 $ is an inverse semigroup. 
Proof : It is immediate that 5 $ is regular . \i g,h are idempotents in S^ then 
by Lallement's Lemma (1.2.2) there exist idempotents e, / in .S such that e<^ = g 
and f^ = h. Hence 
gh = (e$) ( /$) = (ef)^ = ( /e )* = (/*)(e$) = %, 
and so 5 $ is an inverse semigroup . 
Notice also in this cormection that for each s in 5 the element s~^$ is an 
inverse in 5 $ of s$ , since 
Since inverses in s$ are unique, we can express this as 
(s$)-i = s-i$ {seS), 
another result that echoes in group theory. 
The way in which inverse semigroups arise most naturally is as sets of one-one 
partial mappings of a set . A partial one-one mapping of a set X is a mapping 
whose domain is a (possibly empty) subset of X and which is one-one. 
Definitions 1.2.9 ( Partial one-one mapping ) : A partial one-one map-
ping of a set X is a mapping whose domain is a (possibly empty) subset of 
a X and which is one-one. Such mappings are of couse elements of the set 
B{X) of bineiry relations on X and so can be "multiplied" by means of the com-
positions law o defined on B{X). Infact the set of partial one-one mapping is 
closed imder o and is usually denoted by OiX). 
12 
Proposition 1.2.10 : ^{X) is an inverse semigroup. 
Proof : We have seen that 3{X) is closed under the associative operation of 
composition. An element a : dom(a) —>ran(Q) of J(A") has an obvious inverse in 
0{X), namely a~^ :ran(a) —>dom(Q:), the ordinary set-theoretic inverse of the 
bijection a. It is obvious that 
a a ^ = Idom(a), a ^a= Iran(a), Oia 0^1 = 0:, Q ^aa ^ = a ^ 
Thus certainly ^{X) is regular . 
The most satisfactory way of showing that 3{X) is an inverse semigroup is to 
show that its idempotents conmiute. This requires that we be able to recognize 
idempotents of 3{X) . If a G '3{X) then 
dom{ct^) = [ dom{a) fl ran{a)]a ,^ ran{a'^) = [dom{a) Ci ran{a)]a. 
If Q^  = a then in perticular dom(Q^) =dom(a) and so 
- 1 [ dom{a) n ran{a)]a ^ = dom{a) = [ran{a)]a 
Theorem 1.2.11 : ( The Vagner-Preston Representation Theorem). If 5 
is an inverse semigroup, then there exists a set X and a raonomorphism $ : 5 —> 
Proof : Let X = S, and for each a in 5 consider the mapping Qg : Saa~^ —> Saa~^ 
given by 
xua = xa (x G Saa ^). 
First, notice that xa — xaa~^a G Sa'^a for any x in S, and the codomain of 
aa is Sa'^a as stated. In fact a^ maps Saa~^ onto Saa''\ for if sa~^a G Sa~^a 
then 
13 
sa ^a = sa ^aa ^a=[sa ^ {aa ^)]aa ^ {Saa ^)aa-
In addition , QQ is one-one , for if xaa"^ and yaa~^ in Saa~^ are such that 
(xaa~^)aa = {yaa~^)aa, then 
xaa xaa ^aa ^ = {xaa ^)aa-a ^ = {yaa ^)aa.a ^ 
= yaa ^aa ^ = yaa ^ 
Thus Qa € 3{S) and so we have a mapping 4> : 5 —> 3(5') defined by 
a$ = ona (a € 5 ) . 
In fact $ is one-one, for if Oa = 06 ( a, ft G 5'), then dom(Q!a) = dom(Q:6), 
ran(aa) = ran(at,). That is , 
Saa-^ = Sbb-\ Sa-^a = Sb'^b 
and so we have 
aa~^ = 66~\ a~^a = b~^b. 
Moreover, since Oa = «& we have that a~^ (= a~^aa~^ e Saa~^) has the same 
image imder QJO and Oft. That is , a~^a = a~^b, and it now easily follows that 
It remains to prove that $ is a homomorphism. The following lemma is 
Aiseful : 
Lemma 1.2.12 : If e and / are idempotents in an inverse semigroup S, then 
SenSf = Sef. 
Proof : First, if z = xef 6 Sef , then z E Sf and z = xfe G ^e; hence 
z e Sen Sf. Conversely, U z = xe = yf e Sef) Sf, then 
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z = yf = {yf)f = zf = xef 
and so 2 G Sef. 
Returning now to the proof of Theoreni(1.2.10) , notice first tliat for each a 
in S the element Oa-i of 3{S) maps Sa~^{a~^)~^ on to 5'(a~^)~^a'\i.e. maps 
Sa~^a onto Saa~^. Moreover , if xaa~^ € Saa~^, then 
{xaa ^)aa«Q-i = xaa ^aa ^ = xaa ^ 
Thus aaQa-i is the identity mapping of Saa~^, and a similar argument shows that 
aa-iQa is the identity mapping of Sa~^a. We conchide that 
Qa-i =a^^ (a € 5 ) . 
Next , if a and b are elements of S, then 
dom(aaQ:i>) = [S'a~^onS'66'"^]a:J^ = Sa'^abb~^a~^ 
and 
ran(QaQ;6) = [Sa~^a f) Sbb~^]aa = Sa~^ab. 
Since Sa C S and Sa~^ C 5, we have 
and similarly 
Sa~^ab C Sa6 = Sabb~^a-^ab C 56-^a-'a6 C Sa'^ab. 
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Hence 
dom{aaab) = Sa ^abb ^a ^ = Sabb ^a ^ = S{ab){ah) ^ = dom{aab) 
ran{aaCtf,) = Sa~^ab = Sb~^a~^ab = S{ab)~^{ab) = ran{aab). 
Moreover , if x Gdom(Q;aab)i then 
xaaCib = [xoiajcibab = {xa)b = x{ab) — xa 
and so aaOcb = aab- Thus 4> is a homomorphism. 
Notice that the representation $ reduces to the well-known right regiilar rep-
resentation for groups when 5 is a group, for in this case Saa~^ = Sa~^a = S for 
every a in S. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Introduction : 
A (semigroup) amalgam may conveniently be thought of as an indexed family 
[Si : i € 1} of semigroups intersecting in a common subsemigroup U ; thus 6", fl 
Sj = U a i ^ j . Effectively U {Si : i € / } is a partial semigroup ; that is to 
say , if X and y are members of the set, then the product xy may be defined 
; and if x,y,z G U {S, : i £ 1} then {xy)z = x{yz) whenever both sides are 
meaningful. The centred question concerning a semigroup amalgam is whether 
or not the partial semigroup UJS'i : i G / } is embeddable in a semigroup , i.e. 
Whether or not there exists a semigroup T containing U {Si : i G / } in which the 
product of two elements is always defined and in which previously defined multi-
phcations within U{5i : i € / } take place as before. It was shown by Schreier 
(1927) that a group amalgam is always embeddable in a group. This simple 
positive answer will not suffice for semigroups, and the pm-pose of this chapter 
is to determine sufficient conditions under which semigroup amalgams are em-
beddable. Most of the material in this chapter occurs in the standard hterature 
namely [9], [23], [25], [29] and [30]. 
2.1 Free products of Semigroups : Given an indexed family {Si : i E 1} 
of disjoint semigroups , we form a semigroup F = U* {Si : z G / } , the free product 
of the family {Si : i E I}. First , let us Introduce a useful notational device : if 
a €U{Si : z G / } , then there is a imique A; in / such that a £ Sk] we shall refer 
to A; as the index of a and write k = a [a) 
Now let F consist of all finite "strings" (ai, 02, , am),where m (> 1) is 
an integer, a^  G U{Si : zG/}for r = 1, , m a n d a{ar) ^ CT Ta^ ^ J for 
r = 1, m — 1 . We now define a binary operation on F by the rule that 
(ai,a2, ....,am)(oi,02,....,On = < , ^ ^ „ V h h\ 6„) a a (am) ^cr{bi) otherwise 
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if a= {ai,a2, ,am), ^=(^1,^2, ,K), c = (ci,C2, ,Cj,) are 
three members of F, then we can easily verify that (ab) c — a (be) as the following 
fo\ir cases arise : 
(ii) a {dm) = (T [bi) , cr (bn) y^ (T (ci) 
{in) a [a^) ^ (T {b{) , a (6„) = <T (ci) 
[iv) a {dm) = cr [bi] , a (6„) = a (ci). 
Indeed it is worth remarking that the verification of associativity here is consid-
erably easier than in the corresponding group-theoretic construction- see Knrosh 
[41]. It must be emphasized that if the semigroup Si are all groups ,then their 
free prodiict F = U* {Si : z G / } , a s defined above, is not the free product of the 
groups Si normally understood in group theory. Indeed it is not even a group . 
this is because in the group free product all the identity elements of the individual 
groups are identified, while in the semigrotip free product, they remain distinct. 
we have estabhshed that F is a semigroup. Among the elements of F are 
strings of length one, such as (sj ),where Si E Si, Infact F is generated by these 
strings of length one, since 
(ai,a2, ,0-m) = (ai) (^2) (am) 
for every (ai,a2, ,am) in F. it is customary to leave out the brackets in 
writing down a string of length one, and hence to regard F as consisting of finite 
non empty words aia2 amin the alphabet \j{Si : i G / } . Multiplication 
of words 0x02 flm and 6162 n^ in F is then defined simply by juxta-
position if <T (am) 7^  <7 (61) 
(0102 arn){hb2 K) Cljfl2 '^m "1 ^2 bn 
where c is the product in Si of a^ and 61. 
If the context ensm-es that no confusion will arise, we abbreviate 11* {S, : i E 1} 
to II'S't.Also, if / is finite , say / = {1,2, , n} , we often write Si * S2 * 
* Sn for the product II* {Si : i e / } . The crucial property of free prod-
ucts is obtained in the following result : 
Proposition 2.1.1 : Let F = 11* {5^ : i € 1} he the free product of a family 
{Si : z G / } of disjoint semigroups, then for each i in I, there is a monomorphism 
6i : Si _> F IfT is a semigroup for which a homomorphism ^^ : 5, _, T exists 
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for each z in / , then there is a unique homomorphism u : F ^ T with the propn 
erty that the diagram 
F - •-* T 
e. 
sr 
V|/i 
(1) 
commutes for every i in / . 
Proof : The monomorphism Qi'. Si _* F is given by 
that is , it associates the element Sj with the one letter word (sj) (usually written 
simply as 5,) in F. It is evident that Qi is a monomorphism. we shall very often 
want to identify sSi with Sj. 
If T and {^i : z e / } are given , we define v : F ^ T by 
( a i a 2 a ^ ) V = ( a i * ^ ( a i ) ) ( a 2 ' I ' a ( a 2 ) ) (am*(T(a^)) 
The expression on the right is a product of elements of T and so is an element of 
T\ Thus V maps F into T. 
To show that i/ is a homomorphism , let 
a = a\a2 a-mi b = bib2 fan 
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be elements of F. Then if a (am) ^ o-{bi) 
{ah)v = [aia-z 0^61^2 6„)i/ 
= (au) (bu) 
If cr{am) = (^{bi) = i (say) and a„t6i = c in ^i, 
(a6)i/ = (aia2 am_iC62 ^n)i^  
= (ai/) (6i/) 
Finally to show that the diagram (1) commutes for every z in / , observe that 
the definitions of 9i and 7 imply that 
Si{9i)u = {siei)u = {si)iy = Si*i 
for every Si in Si, Hence OiV = ^j as required. 
The miiqueness of u follows from the fact that F is generated by words of 
length one. If u is to make the diagram (1) commute then we mnst have (si)7 = 
Si'^i for every Sj in Si and for every i in 7. Then if 1/ is to be homomorphism we 
must have 
(aia2 am)i^ = {ai)u {a2)v {am)v 
= ( a i * a ( a 0 ) ( « 2 * a ( a 2 ) ) (am'I'<T(a„)) 
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for every oia2 a„ in F; that is , v must be exactly as we define it . 
The property described in Proposition (2.1.1) does infact characterizes the free 
product more precisely: 
Proposition 2.1.2 : Let {Si : i € 1} be a family of semigroups and let H be 
a semigroup such that : 
(i) there exist a monomorphism a, : Si -, H for each i in I 
{ii) If T is a semigroiip for which a homomorphism A : 5, _ T exists for each 
i in I, then there is a imique homomorphism 5 : H ^ T such that 
H T 
fXi (^ ' 
/ 
Proof : The property of F established in propositon (2.1.1) requires , when ap-
plied to the case when T = F and ^ , = Oi (« G /) the existence of a imique 
homomorphism F ^ F making the diagram 
0, 0, 
commute for every i in / . It is evedent that the identity mapping If : F —^ F has 
this property ; hence by uniqueness it is the only homomorphism from F into 
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F having the property. Equally , by the assumed property of H, the identity 
mapping 1// is the only homomorphism from H into H with the property that 
the diagram 
H 
4 
Qi 
H 
a. 
commutes for every i in / . If now we apply Proposition (2.1.1) with T — 
H and ^ , = a^  {i G I) we obtain a homomorphoism u : F -^ H such that 
the diagram 
G, 
H 
a. 
(2) 
commutes for every i in / . Again by the assmned property of H with T = 
Fand 0i = 6i (z € /) we obtain a homomorphoism 6 : H —^ Fsuch that the 
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diagram 
(3) 
commutes for every i in / . It follows that 
6iu6 = aid = 6i , aid') = Oi^y = Oj (i G /) 
that is , if we "take together" the diagram (2) and (3) in both of the possible ways 
we obtain commutative diagrams 
0, 
Vh 
e, 
H 
a, 
(Sv 
/ 
H 
a, 
/ 
for every z in / . From om^  earlier remarks we now immediately deduce that 
Thus i/and 6 are mutually inverse isomorphisms and so H ~ F as required. 
The conchisions of Propositions (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) can be summarized by 
saying that F = II*Si is the unique coproduct in the sense of category theory of 
the objects Si, (see for example , Mitchell [44].) We tm-n now to the more complex 
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situation that faces iis when we consider a semigroup amalgam . which we define 
as follows . 
A semigroup amalgam 
A = [U ^{Si :iel};^i :iel ] 
consists of a semigro\ip U (called the core of the amalgam), a family {Si : i e / } of 
semigroups disjoint from each other and from U, and a family of monomorphisms 
^i : U -* Si (i € / ) .We simplify the notation to A = [U ]Si; 4>j] when the 
context allows. 
The amalgam A = [U •,Si; ^ i] is said to be embedded in a semigroup T if 
there exist a monomorphism A : [/ _ T and for each i e I , monomorphism 
Xi'. Si-*T such that 
(a) $iAj = A for each z in 7 
(6) SiXi n SjXj = UX for all i ,j in 7 such that i ^ j 
U 
CPj 
CP, 
Ai 
-* T 
The earher intutive defijiition differs from this only that all the monomor-
phisms are regarded as inclusions maps. 
2.2 Amalgamiated free products : The free product FlJ'y^ i of the amalgam 
A is defined as a quotient semigroup of the ordinary free product Tl*Si in which 
for each i and j in 7 the image u^i of an element u of U in Si is identified with 
its image u^j in Sj. More precisely , if as before we denote by 9i the natural 
monomorphism from Si into 11* 5,, then we define P = YlySi to be U*Si/p where 
p is the congruence on IT* 5, generated by the subset 
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R = {{ u^iOi ,u^jej) -.ueu } oi (n*5.)* {u*Sj ) (1) 
It is clejir that for each z in / there is a morphism /i, = 9ip'* from 5, into P. It is 
also clear from the definition of p that we have a commutative diagram 
U 
O, 
Si-
Oi 
PI 
SI 
i 
ipi 
for every i and 7. So there exist a morphism p, : U -^ P such that $t/ii = 
/J for every i in / . Since Ufi C Sifii for every i in / , we necessarily have that 
C//i C Sifj-i n SjfJ-j for all i and j . Hence the amalgam A is embedded in its free 
product P if £ind only if 
each fii is one-one ; (2) 
Sifii nSjfij C Ufi for all i, jin I such that i ^ j (3) 
If conditions (2) and (3) hold , we say that the amalgam A is naturally embedded 
in its free product . First we have 
Proposition 2.2.1 : If A= [U ;Si; ^i] is a semigroup amalgam , then the free 
product P = n*5i is the pushout of the diagram {U —> Si}i^i. that is : 
(i) there exists for each iin / a morphism Hi : S -^ P such that the diagram 
{U-^Si—* P}iei commutes, that is such that $i/ii = ^jfij for all i and j in / ; 
{ii) If Q is a semigroup for which morphism Vi : Si -^ Q exists such that ^ii/i = 
<^jUj for all i emd j in I , then there exists a imique morphism 6 : P —y 
Q such that the diagram 
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M' 
\ 
ki \ 
(4) 
commutes for each i m I. 
Proof : Property (z) has already been observed . To see that (M) holds , notice 
that, by Proposition (2.1.1), there is a unique raorphism v : F —^ Q such that 
e, 
\ 
V," y 
A O 
is a commutative diagram for each i in I. 
If i,j 6 I then for all uin U, 
hence ( u^iOi, u^j9j) G uov~^. Recalling formula (1) we deduce that R C vou'^\ 
hence , since u ou'^'is a congruence p = R^ C u o u'^. 
By theorem " Let p be a congruence on a semigroup S. If <E> : 5 —> T is 
a homomorphism such that p C Ker^, then there is a imique homomorphism 
P : S/p —• T such that ran{P) = ran{<^) and the diagram 
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s 
A 
0 
S/p 
commutes." it follows that the morphism v : F —* Q factors thro\igh P = 
F / p , that is there is a xmique morphism 6 : P —* Q snch that the diagram 
F ^ ^ — P 
\ \ 
y \ 
\Q 
commutes. It now follows from the definition of fii and from the commutativity 
of these two diagrams that 
/ij(5 = 6ip^6 = 9iU = Vi 
for each i in /; hence the diagram (4) commutes as required . 
From this we can finally deduce 
Theorem 2.2.2 : A semigroup amalgam A=\U \{Si : i e / } ; {^i : i G /}] is 
embeddable in a semigroup if and only if it is naturally embedded in its free prod-
uct . 
Proof : One way around is obvious. Suppose therefore that A is embedded in a 
semigroup T, so that there exist a monomorphism X : U ^ T , Xi : Si _ T (z G 
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/ ) such that $tAi = A for every i in / and such that SiXi D SjXj C UX whenever 
i ^ j . By Proposition (2.2.1) there exists a unique morphism 6 : P ^^ T such 
that 
M' 
Vi 
<> 
A 0 
is a commutative diagram for each i in / . It follows that each fii is a monomor-
phism , since for all x, y in 5, 
X / i j yiM xp,if) = ijiiif) => xXi = xjXi ==> X = y 
suppose now that i ^ j and that x = Sj/ij = Sjpij € Si^i n5j/Xj.Then xb = 
Sifiid = SiXi G SiXi^ and xb E SiXi fl SjXj = UX and so there exists urn U such 
that xb = uX . that is SjAj= Sifj,ib = xb = uX = u^iXi. 
since A, is, by assimiption, a monoraorphism, it follows that Si = w$i, and so 
X = SiUi = u^ifii G Ufj.. We have shown that both (2) and (3) hold. Thus A is 
naturally embedded in Pas required . 
2.3 Zigzag theorem for semigroup : In this section we have given an 
important apphcation of Zigzag theorem which is the promised proof of Hall [17]. 
Also we present a description of the free product of a special amalgamation of 
monoids using the "homological" techniques introduced by Jame Renshaw [Proc. 
London. Math. Soc. (3) 52 (1986), 119-141 ] and from this we have given a "new 
proof of Isbell's zigzag theorem" due to Jame Renshaw [Journal of Algebra 251, 
12-15 (2002)]. This is the first proof which makes direct use of the amalgamated 
free products. 
Before giving the promised proof of HaU's Theorem [17] we shall define weak 
(strong) amalgamation base . 
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Definition 2.3.1 : An algebra U £ Ais called a weak [strong] amalgamation 
base (in A) if every amalgam of the form (A, «' G / •,U),oi algebras from A, is 
weakly [strongly] embeddable in an algebra W £ A. 
Theorem 2.3.2 : Any semigroup U which is a weak amalgamation base is a 
strong amalgamation base. 
This result contrasts with the category of distributive lattices where all objects 
are weak amalgamation bases, but not all have the strong amalgamation base 
property [12]. 
Proof : It suffices to prove that if U is not absolutely closed, then it is not 
a weak amalgamation base, because the strong amalgamation base property is 
the conjunction of the weak and special amalgamation base properties. To this 
end, suppose that S contains U as a subsemigroup with z a zigzag in S over U 
with value d G S\U. Let X be a special amalgam [5"', 5"; f7]considered as 
a set (5',5"copies of S). Without loss we suppose that S = S'. Define a map 
p : U ^^ Tx whereby u —^ pu ^ where s pu = s'u , s"pu = s"u ( s G S\ s" € 
S" ). Clearly, p is an isomorphism in to Tjc . Let Tbe the subsemigroup of Tx 
consisting of Up together with the constant maps, and consider the amalgamated 
free product 5'»yT. Denote the two distinct members of X corresponding to d by 
(/ and d", where single and double primes have been used for members of S and 
5"respectively . In the following calculation we write x\, x'2 ,etc . to represent the 
members of 5"' and x[, ^j^tc . to represent the corresponding constant maps. As 
u and Pu are identified in S,uT we have 
d' = {x\ UQ) = x^puo = Xi uo = ii UiVi = x^ Pu^yi = {x[ ui)yi = {x^ ^2)2/1 
= ^'-iP^iVl = %«2?/l = 4«3?/2 = 
= ^'mP^2m-iym = {x'mU2m~l)ym 
However ; by symmetry , we also get d" = U2mym- In other words , d = 
rf"in StuT, showing that the amalgam [S, T; U]is not weakly embeddable, as 
reqiiired. 
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2.4 Special free products : From now we suppose that we are dealing with 
special amalgam [U; S, S] .Following the notation in [56], there is a C/—map 
$2 : 5,t/5 -> StuS such that the natural morpliisms 9i,92 '• S —> S,uS are given 
by 9i{s) — $2(5 ® 1) and ^zl-s) = $2(1 ® s). We show that $2 is a monomorphism 
we make use of well-defined map S:^uS —> S given by s 0 i H-> si. Let n > 3, 
let Kn = {si (S) Sj_i <8) l®Si+i (8> ®s„ : 2 < z < n — l } ; a n d 
define a f/-map r„ : Kn —> Vt^ n-2 byr„(5i(g) s^-i® 1® s^ +i (g) ® 
Sn) = I s i , S 2 S i - 1 , Si+l ,-5„]. 
Lemma 2.4.1 : For all n G A^ , W„ —> Wn+i is one-to-one. 
Proof : We note from [57, T/ieorem 2.6] that the result follows if we can show 
that for all n > 3, i^ n is well defined. The case n = 3 is straight forward. If 
WjW' E Xn-2, let us iise the notation to ~> w' to denote that w is connected to 
w' by a sequence of T„_2 transitions. Suppose then that n > 4 and that 
si (g) Si_i (g) 1(8) Sj+i (g) (g>s„ = 
1^ (g) ij-l (g> l(g> tj+i (g) (g)in 
We can assimae without loss of generality that i > j . Assrnne for the moment 
that 2 7^  j + 1, then 
Si (g) Si-l <g) 1 (g> Si+l ® (g)S„ 
= ti<S> (g><;-llg> 1 (gl tj+l (g) <g) it-littj+l <g> (glfn 
~» i] (g) (g) tj^itj+i (g) (g) ti-itiU+i (g) (g) i„ <g> 1 (gi 1 
= Si (g) (g> Sj-iSjSj+i (g) (g) Si-iSi-t-i (g> (g) Sn <gl 1 <g) 1 
' ^ Si (g) <g) Sj_lSjSj4-i (g) (g) St_i (g) 1 (g) Sj+i (g) (g> S„ 
= t i (g) t j _ i (g) l<g) i j+1 (gi (gi i„ 
Notice that the previous argiunent also holds when i = j + 2 . If i = j -I-1 then 
Sl (g) ... <g)5y_i (g)SjSj+2 <g) .... (g) Sn = i i (g) .... (g l i j_ i (g)ij + i i j+2 (g) ... ® tn 
= Si (g) . . . . (g) 5j_i .Sj (g) Sj+2 ® .... <g) Sn 
= i l (g> .... (g) i j - l ^ j + l <g) i j+2 <8) ... Ig> tn 
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Notice that this last case also works when n = 4 . It follows from lemma (2.4.1)and 
[56, Corollary 3.6] that $2 : 1^2 = <S',(/S' —> S.t/'S' is a monomorphisras. 
Now we will state the Isbell's zigzag theorem before given the new proof of 
Isbell's zigzag theorem 
Isbeirs zigzag theorem 2.4.2 : Let U he a subsemigronp of any semigroup S 
and let d be any element of S. Then d G Dom{U, S) if and only if either d &U or 
there are elements 00,01,02, ...,a2m € U, ^1,^2, ••••,*m, J/i,J/2, ,ym € S such 
that 
d = Qoh , 00 = 2/101 {i = l ,2 ,3, ,rn-l) 
a2i-\ti = a2iti+i , yiO'2i = yi+ia2i+i, (^  = 1,2,3, , " ^ - l ) 
These equations are called a zigzag of length m over U with value d and spine 
^ ) < 2 l ) 0 2 , )<^2m-
Theorem 2.4.3 ; Let (7 be a submonoid of a monoid S. Then d G DoTn{U, S) if 
and only if di8>l = l(8)(iin 5*(/'S' 
Proof : suppose that d <S> 1 = l (g )d in S^yS and suppose that a,P : S —* 
T are monoid morphisms such that a \ u = P \ u . Then there is a unique 
monoid morphism h : S*uS -^ T such that a = h o 9i and P = h o $2 . But 
then 
a{d) = hoei{d) = ho ^2{d ® 1) = /i o $2(1 ®d) = ho 02(d) = /3(d) 
and so d € Dom{U, S) as required. 
conversely, if d G Dam{U, S) then 6)1 (d) = 6>2(d) or 4>i(d (8> 1) = $2(1 ® d) . 
But $2 is one to one and so we deduce that d(8)l = l ® d i n S,uS as required. 
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CHAPTER 3 
On Amalgated free products of inverse semigroups and Bands 
Introduction : 
The object of this chapter is to show that the class of inverse semigroups 
has the strong amalgamation property, or eqnivalently, that in the free inverse 
semigroup product x l^Si with amalgamation over U oi a. set {Si : i G 1} of inverse 
semigroups each with a common inverse subsemigroup U, "no coUapse occurs". 
Two subsidiary results proved are of considerable interest: let T be any inverse 
subsemigroup of any inverse semigroup 5 ; then any right congnience on T extents 
in special way to a right congrtience on S ; and any representation of T by one-
to-one partial transformations extents to one of 5 , in a certain , strong sense. 
Being of the form "a class of semigroups (infact a variety of algebras ) has the 
strong amalgamation property ". The resiilt has many interesting consequences . 
Jonsson[36] gives many consequences (two munerous to repeat here ) of the (weak) 
amedgamation property for classes of structiures, most of which are new results for 
inverse semigroups; the result[36, p. 150] that any group G can be embedded in a 
group G' such that isomorphisms between subgroups of G are induced by inner 
automorphisms of G' eilso extends to inverse semigroups (by the inner automor-
phism ia of an inverse semigroup 5 with identity 1 induced by a \uut a € 5" we 
mean the atitomorphism which maps each x E S to a~^xa ) . Further, many of 
results proved in [46] from the amalgamation property for groups will now extend 
to inverse semigroups. Most of the material in this chapter occurs in the standard 
Uterature namely [16], [28], [29], [30] and [31]. 
3.1 Free products with the Amalgamation of inverse semigroups 
It is well known (see [36, section 3]for weak amalgamation) and also (iasy to 
show for any oclass of algebras closed imder isomorphisms and the formation of 
the union of any ascending cJhain of algebras, eac;h amalgamation property follows 
from the case in which | / |= 2, by transfinite induction. Hence we shall deal only 
with the case I / 1= 2. 
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Clearly, in a class of algebras closed under isomorpiiisms, the weak and the spe-
cial amalgamation properties together imply the strong amalgamation property. 
In this section, inspite of proving the weak amlgamation property for inverse semi-
groups and then appealing to the special amalgamation property to prove strong 
amalgamation , we shall prove the strong amalgamation property directly. 
The faithful representation p : S —* "Jg of any inverse semigroup by one to 
one partial transformations, constnicted in [6,section 1.9], we shall call as preston 
-vegnar representation of S; recall then that for each s E S, 
Ps : Ss~^ —y Ss , and foreach x € Ss~^^ xps = xs. 
For any arbitrary representation p : S —>• 3x of an inverse semigroup S 
and for any inverse subsemigroup U of S, p \ U denotes the representation of U 
induced by p, i.e. {p\U) :U —> 2x and [p \ U)^ — p^ for all u G [/. Further, 
for any subset Y olX, {p\U) \Y denotes the mapping of U in to Jx which maps 
each tz G U to pu\ Y, the partial transformation p„ with its domain restricted to 
yn(Domain Pu). 
We give an example, due to C.J.Ash, which shows that the class of finite 
inverse semigroup does not have even the weak amalgamation property] 
Ex£iinple 3.1.1 : Let S and S' be semigroups both isomorphic to the five 
element Brand semigroup /A''{< 1 >;2,2; A). Denote the zero element of each 
S and S' by Oand denote the non zero idemponents of S and 5" by e, / and e,g 
respectively. Extend the multiplication of S' to one of T = 5 ' U {/} by defining 
f^ = f, fx = gx, xf = xg, for all a; G S'. Then T is an inverse semigroup, 
S r\T D {0, e, f} = U say, and U is a. subsemilattice of both 5 and T. 
Now suppose we have monomorphisms (p : S —> W and tp : T —> W of 
S and T, respectively, into any semigrotip W such that (p \ U = ip \ U. Then 
5 < / , 5 0 e (in T) and e 3 / (in S) so gip < ftp and gtp Z ef = ecf) ^ eip = ftp 
(in W). Hence W contains a copy of the bicycle semigroup [6, theorem 2.5.4]and 
is infinite. 
Theorem 3.1.2 : Let U be any inverse subsemigroup of any inverse semigroup 
T and let 6 be any right congruence on U. Then 8 extends to a right congruence 
on T whose restriction to f/ is b. Hence if we put v ~ b* ^  the right congruence on 
T generated by 6, then i/ fl ([/ x [/) = 6. 
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Proof: Put 6i = {{au, ki) e T xT : {a,b) G 6, u e T '} U zr- Then 
S* =z 6\ =[j 6?. We make the convention that 6? = ir- Then <^* = U 6?. Since 
^ n=l 1 ^ n=0 ^ 
6 C ($• n (f/ X [/), it remains to show the following . For n = 0,1,2,3, for all 
a,b e U, if (o,b) G 5]^  , then (a,5) € 6. 
We nse induction on n, for n = 0 the statement is trivial, so assume that the 
statement for n — 1 is true. Take any pair (a, 6) 6 5" H (L'^  x {7). Then for some 
elements x, y G T , 
Since (^ i and ^ ~ ' are right compatible, we can obtain 
a = aa'^a6]Xa~^a6^''^ba~^a (1) 
6a-^a = bb-^ba-^a^iyb'^ba-^aS'^-^ab-^ba-^a = ab'^b (2) 
ab-^bS'l-^yb-^bSibb-^b = 6 (3) 
The following lemma and the inductive hypothesis, applied to each of the 
statements (1), (2) and (3) will give us that (a, 6) € 6. 
Lemma 3.1.3 : For any c G [/ and d eT, iic6idc~^c ,then dcr^c G U and cddrr^c. 
Proof: If c = dc^c, then we are there. So assmne that c j^ dc'^c. Then for some 
{x,y) G 6 and n G T^, we have 
c = xu , yu = dc~^c 
Then 
dc~^c = dc~^cc~^c = yu{xu)~^{xu) 
= yuu^^x'^xu = yx'^xuu'^u ~ xjx'^c G U. 
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Also, 
dc~^c = yx~^c6xx~^c = xx~^xu = c , giving the lemina. 
Remark (1). The above theorem does not extend to arbitrary semigroups, 
infact not even to bands (eg. put U = {/,(/, h}, a right zero semigroup and 
T = U U {e}, with ex = x for each x e T, fe = g,ge = g, he = h ; let 6 be the 
(right) congruence on U given by the partition {{f,h},{g}} of U. The theorem 
also does not extend to two sided congruences, even for groups. 
Lemma 3.1.4 : Let I be any right ideal of T. Then for any u G t/ \ / such that 
u6CU\I we have u6* CT\I 
Proof: We have to show that, for n = 0,1,2, the following : U u e U\I , 
u6CU\I,t e T and if u6\'t, then tCT\I. 
For n — 0, the statement is trivial so let \is take any integer T?. > 1 and assume 
that the statement is true for n — l.Take any u G U\I , t ^ T such that uS C 
f / \ / a n d u6^t. Then for some x 6 T, u6ix6^~^t whence uSixn'^uSy'^tu'^u. 
Prom lemma 3.2.3, a;u~'w G U and uSiXU'^u whence xu~^u € U\I. Since 
xu~^u6\^~^tu~^u, we have from the inductive hypothesis that iu~^uG T\I 
whence t 6 T \ / , since / Ls a right ideal of T. By induction, we have the lemma. 
Representation 
Let T be any inverse semigroup. Denote by a the Preston-Vagner representa-
tion of T. Then a:T —> Dr and for each t E T, at : Tt-^ —> 3T andxQt = xt 
for each x 6 Tr^. 
Lemma 3.1.5 : Let u be any right congruence on T and for each t E T, 
define 
0t — {{au,bu) e {T / u) X {T / u) : {x,y) € at for some x € au, y e bv}. 
Then (3t 6 CTr/ </ and the fimction /3 : T —y 3T/ U whicJi maps each t E T to Pt 
is a homomorphism. 
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Proof: (i) Now for any pair {au,bi/) G f3t there is an element x e Tt ^siich 
that {av^bv) = (xu,{xt)i/). 
Take any two pairs in Pt, say {xu, (xt)iv), (xV, (x't)!/) where x, x' e Tt~^. Then 
XV = x'v impUes {xt)v) = {x't)v (right congruence) and {xt)u) = {x't)u imphas 
{xu) = {xU-^)u = {x'tt-'^)u = x'u. 
Hence /?t G '^r/v 
(ii) Take any elements s,i G T. We wish to show /?s/3( = /?«(. Take any pair in 
/?g(, say {xu,{xst)v) where x G T^~^s~'.Then one can easily show that x G 
^ t - ^ xs G r t"^ B.-ad?.o{xu,{xst)v) G ^^ i^ t, whence/3,,t C /5 /^3,.. 
Conversely, take any pair in Ps Pt, say, [av, bu). Then there are pairs in (3s, Pt 
say (xi/, (xs)i/), {yu, {yt)v) respectively (where x G Ts~^, y G T^~^) such that 
au — XV, {xs)!^ — yu, {yt)y — hv 
Then 
ys-^ G (rr^)s-' = Ti-^s-^ = r(sf)~', 
ys'"V(a;s)s~^ = x. 
and 
(ys ){st)uxstuyt. 
Therefore 
{au,bu) = {xv,{yt)v) ^ {ys ^)v,{ys ^st)u) G Pst. 
Hence /3^ /?< C /?,< , giving /?st = A A as required. 
Remark (2). The representation 0 is the one obtained if one appHes the construc-
tion of [52, theorem 1] to the representation p : T —> dr/v , defined by, for all 
x,f G T, {xu)pt = {xt)y [6,sectionll.l]. This observation is due to G.B.Preston. 
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Remark (3). If we put u = £and T = S, then /3 is equivqlent to the represen-
tation 9: S —>TEoi [45]. 
Thereom 3.1.6 : Let U be any inverse snbsemigroup of any inverse semigroup 
T. Then any representation of U by one to one partial transformations can be 
extended to one of T, in the following sense : for any set X and any representation 
p : U —> 3x , there is a set Y, disjoint from X, and a representation a : T —> 
'^x^Y , stich that for all ?/ E U, au \ X = p^. It follows that YrTu Q K, for each 
u e U and so a \ U is the simi of the representations (a \ U) \ X = p and 
{cr\U)\ Y. 
Proof : Let X be any set and let p : U —> dx be any homomorphism. We define 
D = {x G X : a; e domp^ for some u G U} 
o{x) = {y G X : y = xpu for some u G f/} 
and we call o(x) an orbit of p. 
It follows easily fi-om pu"^ = (pu)'^ (for some u E U) that is ifa;i £ 0(2.') 
then 
ai = {{a,b) e U xU : XiPa = XiPb} 
is a right congruence on t/,we note that it contains the pairs (a, 6) G U x U for 
which XiPa = D = Xiph, i.e. for which x, ^ dom pa and x, ^ Domain pb (we 
assume U ^ X). Put i/j = a* the right congruence on T generated by ai and 
let /?' : T —> Jrit,; be the representation defined as in lemma 3.2.5. For each 
i £ I put Xi — {x,} X [TI Ui) (then the sets Xj are pair wise disjoint); define 
a represenation x^ '^  of T by one; to one partial transformations of Xi wliich is 
eqiiiavalent to /3^'\ in the following obvious maimer : [xi,tVi)a^^^ —[xi,{tui)f5f^) 
for all t ,s G T with tui G dom /3;[*'. We now define a to be the sum of the 
representations {a '^^  : i G / } . 
Prom the definition of Gi and from the Theorem 3.1.2 , we have that 
o{xi) —> V I Oi , XiPu I—>• uai (where u G U and dom p„ 3 Xi) 
U joi —> T /ui , u(Ti t—> uvi (w G U) 
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and hence 
o{Xi) >• Xi , XiPu I »• {Xi,UVi) 
describe well defined , one to one functions. We identify each element Xipu € o{xi) 
with the pair [xi, uui). Now we put 
Yi = Xi I oixi) and Fi = U Yi 
Then XUY =^i U XAuiX \ D) and a :T —^ 3XUY is a represenation. It 
remains to show that (TU\ X = Pu for each u & U . 
Take any u ^U and any element in the doamain oiau\ X ;it is first of all of 
the form (xj, ai/j), for some i 6 / , a e Tu~^; secondly {xj, ai/j) € A" if and only if 
ai/i = vUi for some v E U with x,- edom /9„. Now (uww~ i^/i) = {auu'^)ui = aui = 
Wi so vuu~^aiV (Theorem 3.1.2); i.e.; Xipimu'^ = Xip^. Therefore (xi^avi) — 
(Xi,t;i/j) = Xip.0 = XiPvUu'^ — Xipvupuu~^ Grange pu"^ =douipu. 
Conversely, take any x €dom pu. Then x € D sox — Xipv for some i & IiV € 
U. Then x = Xipu{pu)~^ = Xip^puu"^ = XipvuvT^ = (xi; (i;uw~^)i/j) € dom 
(cTx^ I A") since {vuu~^)vi G dom ,^ 4'^ . Therefore dom p^ =dom (cr^  | X). Further, 
for the above element x € domp„, 
X(Tu = (Xi , (uUU~^)i / i /?^ ' ) ) = (x- , ( t ;u)[/ i) 
and 
xp„ = Xip„p„ = (xi, {vu)vi) 
we now have ((T„ | X), as required. 
To prove that Ya^, C y, take any y E Y sxich that y € dom (T„. Then 
(ycru)'''^'"^ = y € Y so ycTy, ^ A", whence ycr^, G F. Thus the theorem is proved. 
Remark 4 . The proof of the above theorem could be shortened by appealing 
to the resxilts of [6, section 7.3] but we shall need later the details of oiu" above 
proof, to obtain the strong amalgamation property while details are not necessary 
to obtain the weak amedgamation property. 
Corollary 3.1.7 : Any representation of U by one to one partial transformations 
can be extended in the sense of the theorem to a faithful representation of T. 
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Proof : Take the sum of a and any faithfiil representation of , say p : T —> 3z , 
where {X U Y)r\Z = D. 
It is quite easy to put the theorem in the following form. 
Theorem 3.1.8 : Let U be any inverse subsemigroup of any inverse semigroup 
T; let X be any set and p : U —> 3x any representation. For any set Z such that 
Z n X = D and | Z |> | X 1| T |, there is a representation p' : T —> 3xuz such 
that /C^  I A" = p„ for all w G f/ . Consequently Zp'^ C Z for each u E U and so 
p'\U is the sum of [p' | C/)| X = p and (p' | U)\ Z^ 
Proof : Let us examine the cardianality of the set Y in the proof of Theorem 
3.1.6. We have | Z |< | X 1 and for each i e I,\Yi \<\ Xi |= | | T/ui |< | T | . 
Since V = U Yi, we have | F |< | X || T |< | Z | . Any one to one fimction from 
XUY into XuZ which maps the elements of X identically can be used to obtain 
a representation p' : T —* 3xuz equivalent to a and with the required properties. 
Theorem 3.1.9 : Inverse semigroups have the strong amalgamation property. 
Proof : Let S and T be any inverse semigroups with a common inverse subsemi-
group U. We assume without loss of generality that S f\T =U. 
Let A be any infinite set such that | ^ |> | 5 | and | yl |> | T | . We shall 
show that there are faithful representation p : S —> 3A, 12-T —> OA such that 
p \ U = ^ \ U and {Sp) n{TY!,) = Up(= UE); form an enumerated partition 
{At : i = 1,2,3,....} of A such that | A |=| -4 | for each i . Further partition each 
At in to two subsets Bj, C, such that | Bi |= | d |= | Ai |. Then 
A = Bi U Ci U B2 U C2 U 
Since we will repeatedly use Theorem 3.1.8, we first note that for any subset A' 
of A and for i — 1,2,3,.. 
I A' H S \<\ A H Bt hi a I 
and 
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I A' hi T \<\ A 1=1 B, hi a I 
Since | 5 |< | Bi | and \T \U \<\ Ci | we can (by identifying elements) assume 
that 5 C Bi , r \ t/ C Ci and I Ci \ r |<1 Ci I . 
For convenience, we shall now denote the symmetric inverse semigroup on a 
set X by 3{X), instead of Jx-
p(i) : s -^ a(s) < a(Bi) and a^ : T -^ 2 {T) < a ( t / U C i ) be the Preston-
Vagner representation of S and T, respectively. Then p^^'> \ U is the sum of 
(/9(i) I £/) I t/ and (p(i) \U)\{S\U) (easily shown), also (a^^) \ U) = (p^ )^ | U) \ 
U. Now put X = S\U, p = (p^^^ \Uj I (5 \ C/)and construct the representation 
a :T -^ d{XuY) as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.6, with the further condition 
that the transversal element of an orbit of p is ciioosen to be an idempotent if 
the orbit contains an idempotent; since j y | < | X | j r | < | A h | C ' i \ T ' | We can 
assimie without loss of generality that Y C Ci\T. 
Let <T(^ ) : T -* D (Bi U Ci) be the sum of a and cr^.Then p^ )^ j U = ((T^^) ] u) \ Bi, 
Now the representation (a^^^ \Uj \ Ci : U —y 3(Ci) can be extended by 
Theorem 3.2.8 to a representation p^ )^ : S -^ 3 {CiU B2). 
Then (p^^ ) \U] \ B2 : U -* 3 (B2) is extended to a representation a^ )^ ; T -* 
0 {B2 U C2) and then (a^^^ | f/j C2 : f/ —> CT (C2) is extended to a representation 
p^ )^ : S —> 3{C2UBz). This process is continued so that we obtain, for i — 
1,2,3, , representations 
p^'^ :S -^3 (Ci_i U Bi) (where we pxit CQ = 0), 
( T W : T ^ a ( B , u a ) 
such that 
(p« I U) I B.- = (cr(^ ) I C/) I B,-, 
(p(^ + )^ I t/) I Q = (rxW I [/) I a . 
We now let P be the simi of |p^*^ : i = 1,2 | and let Y^ be the sum of 
{crW : i = 1, 2,....}. Since p^ ^^  and p(') are faithful, P and E are faithful. Further, 
it is easily seen that P \ U = Yl\ U. 
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Put {SP) n (Ti : ) = y , an inverse subsemigronp of 3 (A). Then UP = UJ:C 
V. Since P and X^  are monomorphisms we have that (P~^ | y ) ; F —> FP"^ and 
( E ~ ^ I V ) : y -> y E~^ are isomorphisms and so ( P | (VP-I) ) U ( E " ^ |V) = 0 
say, is an isomorphism between VP~^ and VY1~^- For each a e VP~^ we write 
o0 = a', then for each u G U Q VP~^ , u = u'. We have to show that V C f/P, 
i,e.,VP~^ C U, so let iis assume for the moment that there is an element a G 
{VP~^) I U. One case is dealt with easily. 
Case I : aa"^ e U. Then a'{a')~'^ = aa~^ and aa~^Pa = aa'^P^^^ = o, 
<i'(^')~^ X)a' = <*'(°')~ '^^ i^ ^ = '^5 t>ut a ^ a' so Pa ^ ][^a', a contradiction to 
the fact that a G FP"^ . 
Case II : (wr^ ^ U. Put e = aa''^. Then e' = a'{a')-'^. We show that Pe ^ E e ' 
(from which it follows that Pa i" JL^-' ) ^y showing that e ^dom '^e' (i.e., e ^ 
dom <Te'); note that e €dom pe^^^ C dom Pe. 
Since each orbit of p = {jP^ \U\\{S\U) is contained in an Tt- class of 5, 
any orbit contains at most one idempotent. Hence either e € X \ D, whence 
e ^dom<7e' ,or e = Xj, for some i £ I. Assume the latter case and write Si = 
6, Vi = u. then 
<5 = {(a , fe)et7xf / :epi^) = epJ') } 
and u is the right congruence on T generated by 8. 
Suppose, now that e GdomcTg; then e Gdoma^'). Hence for some u e U, t £ 
Te', 
e = (e, uv )e = {e, tu ) . 
thus ep '^^  = e, uz^  = ti/ and t G Te'. 
We show next that t = e'. 
As above let a' iT -* 3{T) be the Preston-Vagner representation of T. Put 
^ = {{a,b)eTxT:e'a', = e'p[ }, 
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a right congruence on T . Becaiise of the isomorphisms*^ : VP ^ -* VYJ ^ "we 
can show that ^n{UxU) = 6 (whence u C ^ ) as follows. Take any a,b £U. Then 
(a, 6) e 6 
^ (e € Saa'^ n Shb~'^ and ea = eb ) or (e ^ Saa'^ U 566"^) 
•<=> ( e < aa~^, e < bb~^ and ea = e6 )or (e ^ aa~^and e ^ 66"^) 
<^ ( e' < ao~^, e' < bb~'^ and e'a = e'b )or (e' ^ aa~^and e' ^ fefe~^) 
<^ e'a'^ = e'a[ 
^ ( a , 6 ) e C 
From i^ C ^ and UP- = tt*, we have {u,t) € ^, i.e. , e'o^ = eVj. Since ep^^'> = e 
we have e < ww"' and eu = e whence e' < {uu~^y — uu~^ and e'u = e', i.e., 
e'cr(, = e'. Hence e' = e'a[ = e't. 
We now have te' = t and e'f = e'; 
Consequently e'Ct { in T ) . Also 
i^  = (te')f = f (e'i) = te' = t, 
whence t = e'. 
Put / = U{R e T/ R : R i> Re> }, a right ideal of T .Then e' G / and 
ui/e'. Hence by Lemma (3.1.4), we will have e €dom p„ = Svv"^ if and only 
if e < vv~^ ( e 7^  vf"' E U ) , which holds if and only if e' < {vv~^y = 
vv~^ and this latter statement is equivalent to R^' < Rv{mT ) , i.e., to v G 
T\ I. Hence ep^ ,^ ) ^ a if and only if v e C/ \ / . and so (5 C {{U \I ) x 
(C/ \ / ) ) U (/ X / ) . In particular u e U \ I and u6 C U \I , as required. 
Remark 5 . As corollaries to Theorem (3.1.9), we have that the class of semi-
lattices have the strong amalgamation property . It is rather smrprising then 
that the class of semilattices of groups does not have even the weak amalga-
mation property (e.g.,put S = G, a. simple group containing subgroup U with a 
proper normal subgroup N, and put T = UU {U\N )with ui{Nu2) = Nuiu^ and 
{Nu2)ui = Nu2Ui for any ui e U, Nu2 eU \N. 
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3.2 Free Products with Amalgamation of Bands : 
In this section , we shall study the question of which classes of bands have 
the strong or the special amalgamation properties. Let Ahe the variety of bands 
defined by an identity P — Q. Then Ahas the strong amalgamation property if 
and only if P = Q is a pemutation identity or heterotypical identity. 
We first show that the class of left normal bands has the strong amalgamation 
property. Let Lj and L2 be left normal bands with a common subband U . Let 
the structure decompositions of Li, L2 and U he Li -^ J^{ L" : a E Ti } , L2 ~ 
J2{L2 • ct ^ ^2} and f / ~ 5 ^ { / 7 Q : Q e A } , respectively . we can assume 
without loss of generality that LiH L2 = U, Ti n r2 = A and L^n L^ = 
Ua for all a € A. Let L = /.jU L2 and T = ( r[^^ x T^ ^^  ) \ { (1,1 ) }• It follows 
from [6, Corollary 2.2 ] that 
E={ {a,a,0)£Lxr : aeL^UL^, ct£T['\ ^ G T '^^  } 
is the free product of Li and L2 in the variety of left normal bands, if its product 
is defined by 
(a,a,/?)(6,7,<5) = | ^ a.eW, au, pS ) ii a E LI, 
where e{a) denotes an element of Lf, z = 1,2. Hereafter , e(l) means 1. 
We define a relation 0 on JE as follows: 
(3.2.1) For elements (a ,a , /5) , (6,7,(5) of E,define (a, a, (3) 60 {b, 7, (5) to 
mean that there exist cr € A and UEUO such that 
( a , a , ^ ) = (ci,^i,T/i) (u, (7,1) (c2, ^2, ^2), 
{b,u, 6) = (ci,^1,7/1) {u,l,a) (02,6,772), 
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for some (ci,^1,7/1), (c2, ^2, ^2 ) £ ^^-Let ^i = ^oU^^^ Uz and let 9 — 9\. 
Then of course 9 is the congruence on E generated by { ( («, cr, 1) , (M, 1, <T ) ) : 
UEUU, CT G A }. Let {a,a,P)9 denote the ^-class containing (o, a,/3). Since 
any homomorphic image of a left normal band is also a left normal band , E/9 is 
a left normal band. In order to show that E/9 is the free product of Li and 
L2 amalgamating U in the variety of left normal bands, we need the following 
lemma . 
Lemma 3.2 .1 : If (a, a, 1) ^ (6, /?, 7 ) , then there exist a G A^and u e U^ such 
that 
u.{eu) E U and a = b{u.e{u)) ( inLi) if 6 G Lj , 
bu^U and a={bu).e{P) ( inLi ) if 6 G Lg, 
where Ui = {!}, e(l) = 1 
Proof: Let (a, a, 1)0(6,/3,7). By the definition (3.2.1) there exist 
(xi,<5i,ei),(a;2,52,62), ,{xn,Sn,£n) in£^ such that (a,a, 1) = (a;i,6i,£i), 
{b,0,u) = {xn,6n,en) and {xi,6i,£i)9i{xi+i,6i+i,ei+i) ior i = 1,2, , n - l . 
We use induction on n. For n = 1, it is obvious that the statement is true . 
So we assiune the statement is true for n — 1. 
First we consider {xn-i, 6n-i,£n-i) 9o{xn, 5„, £„); then there exist cr G A and u G 
Uff such that 
(x„_i,(5„_i,e„_i) = (ci,^i,r/i)(u,cr, 1) (c2, 6, '72), 
(a;„, (5„, £n) = (ci, ^1, rji) (w, 1, a) (C2, ^2, m ), 
for some (01,^1,771), (02 ,6 ,^2) in E\ 
Case I : a;„_i, 2;„ G Li. Then ci G Li. By the induction hypothesis , there 
exist r G A ' and ?; G Ur such that 
(3.2.2) ?;.e(e„_i) G t/ and a = a;„_i(?;.e(£„_i) ) (in Li) 
Then we have 
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v.e{£n) = v.e{r]ia 7/2) = v.e{rji r]2).u = v.e{en-\).u e U, 
and 
Xn{ V.e{Sn) ) = Xn{ V.e{en-\)-U ) 
= Ci.e (^i^2)-'"-( V.e{£n-l) ) 
(since u, u.e(e„_i) € f/ ^ and Li is left normal ) 
= Xn-i{v.e{en-i)) 
= a. 
C a s e l l : x„_i € Li and x„ G L2. Then (ci,^i,r/i) = 1, and there exist 
r G A^ and v € f/r such that the condition (3.2.2) is satisfied. Then we have 
Xn V = u.e{(T T]2).v = uv.e{rj2) = uv.e{en-\) G f/, 
and 
[xn v).e{6n) = ( uv.e{en-i) ).e(6) 
= 11.6(^ 2)- {v.e{en-i)) 
= a;„_i(?; .e(£n_i)) 
= a. 
C a s e i n : x„_i G Z'2- Then ci G Z/2, and hence Xn G L2. 
It follows from the induction hypothesis that there exist r G A^ and ^) G 
UT such that 
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a;„_i V eU and a = ( x„_iu).e(5„_i) (in Li) 
Then we have 
Xn V = Ci.e{T)iO- 772).U = Ci.e(TJi Tj2).'Ut; = {Xn-lV)u € t / , 
and 
(xn v).e{6n) = (a:„_i?;M).e (^ 1^2) 
= (x„_ii;)u.e (^ 1^2) 
= (x„_i?;).e((5„_i) 
= a. 
Similarly (x„, 6n, £n) satisfies the condition of the lemina when (xn-i, <3n-i, ^n-i) 
05^ ^ U i(x„, (5„, £n)- Hence we have the lemma . 
Theorem 3.2.2 : We nse the notations defined above . Then E / 9 is the free 
product of Li and L2 amalgamating U in the variety of left normal bands . 
Moreover , the structure semilattice of E /6 is isomorphic to the free product of 
Fi and r2 amalgamating A, in the free varieties of semilattices . 
Proof : Let ^i : L^ —* E / 6 , i = 1,2, be mappings defined by 
x$i = {x,a,l)9 if xeL^, 
t/$2 = {y,hPW if y^Li 
It is clear that $1 and $2 are homomorphisms. Let x and y be elements of 
L" and Lf, respectively , such that x4>i = y^i. Then {x,a,l)9 {y,P,l). By 
the lenrnia above, there exist (T,T G A \ M E U^ and v e Ur such that x = 
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yu and y = xv. Therefore a = /3 and x — xy = {yu)y = y. Hence <I>i is a 
monomorphism . similarly $2 Js a monomorphism. By the definition (3.2.1), it is 
clear that ^i\U = ^2\U. 
Next, we shall show that L\^\ H L2$2 = U^^ Let x and y be elements of 
Lf and L2 respectively such that x$i = ?/$2- Then (a;, a, 1)0 [y, l,/5). By the 
lemma above and its dual , there exist a, r € A ^ M € f/^  and v G f/^  such that 
yu £ U and (yu).l = a; (in Lj) , 
a;?; G J7 and {xv).l=y (in L2) • 
Then x,y &U and x — y. Thus we have Li4>i fl L2*^ 2 Q C/^i- It is obvious 
that Z/i$i n 1/24*2 2 C^^i- Hence Z/i$i n L2<>2 = C^ i^ 
It is clear that ( Li^\ n L2^2) = E j 9 together with $ i and $2 is the col-
imit of Li and L2 amalgamating t/, in the variety of left normal bands. 
The later part of the theorem is clear . 
Corollary 3.2.3 : The variety of [ left, right ] normal bands has the strong amal-
gamation property. 
Proof : Let ^i and ^2 be normal bands with a common subband U. It follows 
from [ 14, Theorem 4 ] that 5i = Li M i?i( T i ) , S2 = L2^R2{T2) and U = 
U\ tX C/2(A), where L\ , L2 and U\ are left normal bands, Ri, R2 and U2 are 
right normal bands and F1, F 2 and A are semilattices and M is the notion 
of Spined product . We can assume without loss of generality that Lx fl L2 = 
t/i, i?ini22 = t/2 and F i n r 2 = A. By Theorem (3.3.2) and its dual, there 
exist the free product Ti_ say , of L\ and L2 amalgamating U\ in the variety of 
left normal bands, and the free product T2, say, of R\ and R2 amalgamating U2 
in the variety of right normal bands. Since T\ and T2 have the same structlure 
semilattice O, say, which is the free product of Fi and F2 amalgamating A in 
the variety of semilattices, let Ti ~ E { T^ f : a e fi } and T2 ~ E { '?? : 
Q G fi } be the structure decompositions of T\ and T2 , respectively . Then 
it is clear that the spined prod\ict Tx tx] T2(fi) is the free product of ^i and 
52 amalgamating U, in the variety of left normal bands. Hence the variety of 
left normal bands has the strong amalgamation property . 
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Corollary 3.2.4 : The class of M[ L.N, R.N ]-inverse semigroup has the strong 
amalgamation property. 
Proof : It follows from [ 67, Corollary 2 and 3] that an M[ L.N, R.N ]-inverse 
semigroup is isomorphic to the spined product of a commutative inverse semi-
group and a [ left, right ] left normal band. By a similer argxunent to the proof of 
Corollary 3.3.3, we have that the class of M[ L.N, R.N ]-inverse semigroups has 
the strong amalgamation property. 
Example 3.2.5 : Let S = {e, f ,g ,h}, T = {f ,g, h,x ,y} and U = {e,f,g} 
be a left regular band, a left normal band and a left zero semigroup, respec-
tively, TTwhose multiplications are defined as follows : 
e 
f 
g 
h 
e 
e 
f 
g 
h 
f 
g 
f 
g 
h 
g 
g 
f 
g 
h 
h 
h 
f 
9 
h 
f g 
f i f f 
g g 
h i h 
X X 
Suppose that there exists a semigroup W such that S UT can be embedded 
in W. Then , since W is associative , 
ex = e{fx) = {ef)x = gx = y, 
ex — e{hx) = {eh)x = hx — x. 
Thus the elements x and y must coincide in VF, a contradiction. 
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Theorem 3.2.6 : Let .4 be the variety of bands defined by an identity P — 
Q. Then ^ h a s the strong amalgamation property if and only ii P = Q \s a. 
permutation identity or a heterotypical identity. 
Proof : Suppose that P = Q is neither a permutation identity nor a heterotyp-
ical identity. By [10] , >il contains the set of left regular bands or the set of right 
regular bands. Then the example above implies that didoes not have the strong 
Eimeilgamation property. 
If P = Qis a permutation identity ,it follows from [62, Theorem 10], 
[33, Corollary \\ and Corollary (3.3.5) that ^4.has the strong amalgamation prop-
erty . so let P = Q be a heterotypical identity .By [48, Theorem 2], A'ls one 
of the varieties of regular bands, left zero semigroups, right zero semigroups and 
one element semigroups. Then it is clear A has the strong amalgamation property. 
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CHAPTER-4 
Inverse Semigroup Amalgams 
Introduction : 
In this chapter we estabhsh the following theorem , due to T.E. Hall [16], 
concerning an inverse semigroup amalgam ; that is to say semigroup amalgam 
A = [{Si:ieI} ; U ; {^i :iel}] (1) 
ki which Si {i G /) and U are all inverse semigroups. 
Theorem 4.1 : An inverse semigroup amalgam is embeddable in an inverse 
semigroup. 
The proof we shall give is diflFerent in plan from that used by Hall , although 
Hall does indicate that the approach of the proof below is an alternative to his 
representation theory approach used at a crucial stage in the proof, and here the 
basic idea is Hall's, although it appears below in a modified form that makes 
reference to the results of "Representations of inverse semigroups". 
Following Hall, we shall establish the theorem only for an amalgam [ S, T; U ] 
of two semigroups. In the case where / is finite , it is a routine matter to extend 
the result to any amalgam of type (1), and even if / is infinite, the result can 
be extented using Zom's lemma. Details of the approach can be foimd in Howie 
[27]. 
The first hint that inverse semigroup amalgam might be more amenable than 
general semigroup amalgams comes from the theorem " inverse semigroups are ab-
solutely closed ." The fact that inverse semigroups are absolutely closed implies in 
particular by theorem that if f/ is an inverse subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup 
S and a : 5 —^  5 ' is an isomorphism, then the amalgam [{S, S'}; U; {i, a | u}] is 
embeddable in a semigroup. If we can show that it is embeddable in an inverse 
semigroup, then we shall have shown that in certain special circrnnstanc^ (where 
the two semigroups S and S" are isomorphic ) an inverse semigroup amalgam is 
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embeddable in an inverse semigroup. This will infact be an important step on way 
to the more general result . 
We begin by describing the construction of inverse semigroups that is anal-
ogous to the free product of semigroups disciissed in chapter 2. The description 
described here is due to Preston[52]. If {5, : i G / } is a family of disjoint inverse 
semigroups, then for each word w — ai^a^, ,0^ in the free product F = ll*Si, 
we define the formal inverse w' of w by 
« '^ = < ^ a ; - i ar^ 
It is clear that for all w,z in F, 
w" {—{w'Y) = w , (wz)'= z'w' 
Let r be the congruence on F generated by the subset 
T = {{ww'w, w) : w e F}\J {{ww'zz', zz'ww') : w,z e F} 
of F X F. Define S*5i, the free inverse prod\ict of {S'i : x € /} ; by 
Q*Si = {U*Si) / T. 
We shall show that the name "free inverse product " is reasonable by showing 
that ^*Si is the coproduct (see, Mitchell [44] ) of {5^ : i G / } in the category 
of inverse semigroups. First we must show that 9^ *5^  is an inverse semigroup. 
Certainly it is regular, since the very definition of r impUes that w'r is an inverse 
of WT for any w in F . We now show that idempotents commute in F/T .Let 
e r , / r b e idempotents in F/r. if e'is the formal inverse of e, then 
eV = (e'e e')r = (e'e . ee' )r = {ee'. e'e )r 
Since e" = e and since, by definition, 
(ee'.e'e" , e'e".ee') e TC r 
Hence e'r = (e^e'.e'e^)r = (er) [(ee'. e'e)r](eT) 
It follows that er = (eT){eT) = (eT)(e'r) = (ee')r 
and similarly / r = (/ / ' ) r . 
Hence {eT){fr) = (ee7/ ' ) r = (//'ee')T = (/T)(er) 
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exactly as reqmred . Hence ^*Si is an inverse semigroup. 
The result now stated is analogous to Proposition (2.1.1) and establishes the 
coproduct property mentioned above . 
Proposit ion 4.2 : Let {Si : i € / } be a family of disjoint inverse semigroups , 
and let Q = ^*Si be F / r , where F = 11*5, be the free product of the semigroups 
Si and T be the congruence generated by 
T = [{{ww'w, w) :w e F}U {{ww'zz', zz'ww') :w,ze F}] 
on F, then 
(i) Q is an inverse semigroup; 
(ii) there exists for each i in / a monomorphism 9i : Si —y Q ; 
{in) if T is an inverse semigroups for which a homomorphism ^j : 5i —> T exists 
for each i in / , then there is a imique homomorphism u : Q -^ T with the property 
that the diagram 
Q 
V T 
0. \|/i 
(4) 
commutes for every i'm L 
Proof : Part (z) is already established. To prove part (u) we define 
SiOi = SiT {si e Si). 
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(Notice that we are identifying Si with the isomorphic copy of it in F.) It 
is immediate that ^, : 5, —> Q is a well defined homomorphism. To see that it 
is a monomorphism notice that if SiOi = UQi for s^and U in Si, then there is a 
sequence 
Si -^ -^U [Si, U) £ T 
of elementary T-transitions connecting Sj to U. Now an elementary T-transition 
whether based on a pair [ww'w, w) or on a pair (ww'zz', zz'ww'), can not change 
an element of Si. But since Si is an inverse semigroup and since w' = w~^ iox any 
w in Si, a, sequence of elementary T-transitions leaves an element of Si imaltered. 
Hence Si = ti and so 0i is a monomorphism as required . 
To prove part {Hi), suppose that T and {^j : z € / } are given, we define 
u-.Q-^Thy 
[(0102 a m ) r ] 7 = (a i*a(a i ) ) (a2*a(a2)) (am*.T(a„)) 
The mapping u is well defined, since any sequence of elementary T-transitions 
connecting two elements aia2 Om and 6162 bnoi F can be mirrored by a se-
quence of equalities connecting the two elements(ai^ff(aj)) (02^^(02)) («m^CT(am)) 
and (fei^ £r(6i)) (62*<T(62)) (^ n^ CT(6n)) of the inverse semigroup T. that v is 
a homomorphism, the diagram (4)conmiutes and that w is imique with respect to 
the stated properties follow as in proof of Proposition (2.1.2). 
If now we have an inverse semigroup amalgam 
A = [{Si:iGl} ; U ; {^i-.ie I}] 
We define the free inverse product S* S'i of the amalgam A to be the quotient F/^ 
of F = n*5, by the congruence ^ generated by RUT. where R = {{u^i,u^j) : 
u e U, i, j e I } and T is as in (4). Since ^ D r, it follows that F/^ is a 
homomorphic image of Q = F/r and so is an inverse semigroup. Infact F/^ ~ 
(F/T) I {^/r) ,and by Proposition ("Let p and a be congruences on a semigroup 
S such that p C o- if the relation T on 5 is such that cr = T", then a/p— {T/pY 
") the congrtience ^ / r on Q = F/T is generated by the subset [i?UT]/r oiQ xQ. 
Since T/r reduces simply to the identical relation, the congruence ^ / r on Q is 
generated by the subset R/T = {((u$j)r, {U^J)T) : U E U, i, j E I }of Q x Q. 
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By analogy with Theorem " If 5 is a semigroup and X = S^, then there is a 
monomorphism p : S —^ ^{X)". we have 
Proposition 4.3 : If A = [{Si : i e 1} ; U ; {$i : i e I}] is an inverse 
semigroup amalgam, then the free inverse product J = 9f*5't is the pushout in the 
category of inverse senaigroups of the diagram [U —^  Si}i^i. That is 
(a) there exists for eax^ h z in / a homomorphism fii : Si —* J such that the diagram 
{U —^ Si —* J}iGj commutes such that j^/Xj = *^jfij for all i, j in / ; 
(6) If iC is an inverse semigroup for which homomorphisms Ui : Si -^ K [i £ I) ex-
ist s\ich that ^iVi = ^jUj for alH, j in / , then there exist a \mique homomorphism 
S : J —* K such that the diagram 
Vi 
\ , 
\ K 
commutes for each i in / . 
Proof : We define //j : S'j —> J by SiHi = Si^ (sj € Si); then certainly u^iMt = 
u$i^ = u^j^ = u^jHj for alluinU and all i, j in I . 
To show that (b) also holds, note that by Proposition (4.2) (iii) we have a 
homomorphism u -.Q —* K (where Q — ^*Si = F/T) such that the diagram 
(5) 
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commutes for each z in / . Now for all u in f/ and for all i, j in I , 
u^iOiU = u^iUi = u<^jUj = u^jOjU; (by assimiption) 
=> {u^i6i, {u^jOj) e uo //"Hhat is 
- 1 
for all u in [/ and all i, j in / . Thns R/r C i/oi/~^ and so ^ / T = {R/TY C i/oiy~^ 
It follows that the homomorphism u : Q -^ K factors through Q/{^/T), that is 
effectively through J . That is , if as in theorem " Let p be a congruence on a 
semigoup S . If $ : 5 —> T is a homomorphism such that p C Ker^, then there 
is a unique homomorphism 13 : S/p —^ T such that ran{0) = ran{^) and the 
diagram 
0 
/ 
/ 
T 
3 
S/p 
commutes". 
We denote the natiural isomorphism from {F/T)/{^/T) onto Ff^ by a , so that 
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there is a homomorphism 8 : J —* K such that the diagram 
(c/T)'a 
(6) 
commutes. It now follows from the definition of /Zj and from the commutativity 
of the diagrams (5) and (6) that , for all Si in 5,, 
Si^i6 = Si^d — SiT'^{£,/T)^a6 = SiT^u = SiOiV — SiUi 
i.e. that the diagram 
Mi 
- * J 
\ 
Vi \ (> 
\ K 
commutes for each i . 
The imiqueness of 6 follows from the fact that J is generated by the images 
of the elements of 5i (i G / ) . li 6' : J -^ K is to have the desired commuting 
property, then it must map each Sifii to Sji/j for all Sj in Si and for all i in / , 
that is it mtist coincide with 6 over all the sets Si^i. Now each element of J is 
expressible as a product of elements from the various Sifii and so it follows that 
6' coincides with 6 over the whole of J . 
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Theorem 4.4 : Let 5 be an inverse semigroup and let [/ be an inverse subsemi-
group of 5 . Let 5" be an inverse semigroup disjoint from S and let a : 5 —+ 5" 
be an isomorphism. Let J = S^uS' be the free inverse product of the amalgam 
A=[ {S,S'} ; U ; {i,a\U} ] 
where i is the inclusion mapping from U into S . Then the natiural mappings 
fi: S -^ J and /jf : S' ^f J defined by 
are both monomorphisms . Moreover , 
{Sfx n S'fi')^-^ = DamiU, 5).B 
Notes : (1) The slight difference in form between the definition sfi — {s9)p and 
the present definition sfj. = s^ arises from the fact that we are now identifying the 
isomorphic copy S9 of S in the free product S * S' with S itself . 
(2) The domoinion Dom{U, S) meains exactly the same as before . Dominions are 
defined in terms of homomorphisnas, and by formula s^~^ = s~^$ [s E S) & 
semigroup homomorphism between inverse semigroups is automatically an inverse 
semigroup homomorphism ; that is it preserves inverses as well as products . 
Now combining this Theorem with the Theorem (inverse semigroups are abso-
lutely closed (V77.2.14, [29])), we get that an inverse subsemigroup of a (inverse) 
semigroup is always its own dominion and obtain 
Theorem 4.5 : Let ^ be an inverse subsemigroup of a semigroup S . Let S' be 
an isomorphic copy of S , disjoint from S , and let Q : 5 —+ 5" be an isomorphism. 
Then the amalgam A = [ {S,S'} ; U ; {i,a\U} ] (where i is the inclusion 
mapping of U into S ) is embeddable in the inverse semigroup J = S^uS'M 
In the terminology of T.E. Hall [16] and Jonsson [36], we have shown that 
inverse semigroups have the special amalgamation property. 
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Let us now consider a general inverse semigroup amalgam [S,T] U] , where 
S and T are inverse semigroups containing U as an inverse subsemigroup. Let 
$1 : S —+ ^ {X) be a faithful representation of 5 - the most nattiral choice for 
^1 is the Vagner-Preston representation with X = S , but it is not necessary to 
choose ^1 in this way . we now apply Theorem (y.8.13, [29] ) i.e. ("Let [/ be an 
an inverse subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup S and let 4> : [/ —> S(y)be a 
representation of U, then there exists a representation "$ : S —* ^{YUZ) (where 
y n Z = $) with the property that ^\U = (*|f/)K® (^IC/)^ and (*|t/)y = 4>".) 
to the restriction to ^i\u : U —* ^{X) and obtain a representation ^ j : T —> 
9;(A"uyi') with the property that {%\U)x = ^i\U we define 'J'l = %®x where 
X-T-* ^{Z) is any faithful representation of T with Zn{X\JY{) = $(Again , one 
may take x ^ Vagner-Preston representation of T ). Then if we write Yi —Y{\JZ, 
we have a faithful representation * i : T —* ^{X U Yi) with the property that 
(* i | f / )x=^i | f / (7) 
and such that 
.Next, we apply Theorem (y.8.13, [29]) to the representation {'^I\U)YI : U -> 
^{Yi) and obtain a representation $2 •* 5 —> ^{Yi U Zi) such that <^2\U = 
(^2lf/)n ® (^2lt/)zi and {^2\U)Y, = {^i\U)Y^X\ien apply Theorem (y.8.13, [29]) 
to ($2|f^)zi and a representation "^^'-T -^ ^{Zi U Y^) with ^2\U = {^2\U)zx © 
{^2\U)Y'i and {^2\U)zi = (^2|f^)z2> We continue this process and obtain repre-
sentations 
$ = $ie4»2®^3 :5-^9(XuyiUZiUF2UZ2U ) 
tjf = ^ i © * 2 e * 3 : T->s(xuyiUZiuy2UZ2U ) 
In general , we have (for i = 1,2,3) 
(4.,+i|C/)y, = (*i|C/)y.- , (*m| f / )^ . = (*.+i|t/)^, (8) 
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Both $ and ^ are faithful , since $i and "^i are faithful . Hence the semigroup 
P = ^{X U Yi U Zi U Y2 U Z2 U ) contains an isomorphic copy 5 $ of S 
and an isomorphic copy T ^ of T .We now consider 54> flT* . We shall show 
that ^\U = *jC/. This will imply that S^ HT'^ contains at the very least the 
appropriate isomorphic copy of U. 
Notice that by (7) 
($|f/)x = mU)x = ^ i\U = {^i\U)x = mU)x 
Also, for i = 1,2,3, , it follows from(8) that 
{$|t/)y. = {<^,_,,\U)y,=={^,\U)y,={^\U)y, 
Hence $|t/ = ^|C/ as required. 
Summarizing the above, we have 
Theorem 4.6 : Let [S,T; U] he an inverse semigroup amalgam. Then there 
is an inverse semigroup P with the property that there are monomorphisms $ : 
S-*P, * : r -> P for which U^ C 5 $ DT*. 
In the terminology of Jonsson [36], we have shown that inverse semigroup)s 
have the weak amalgamation property. We can now fadrly quickly complete the 
proof of our main result (Theorem 4.1), showing that inverse semigroups have the 
strong amalgamation property. 
If [5, T; [/] is an inverse semigroup amalgam, by Theorem (4.5),we embed 
both S and T in an inverse semigroup P with U C SOT. Let P' be an iso-
morphic copy of P, disjoint from P , and let a : P —• P* be an isomorphism 
.Then by Theorem (4.4) (the special amalgamation property ) the amalgam 
[{P, P'} ;U ;{i, a\U}] is embeddable in its free inverse prodtict J = P^yP'. Now 
the inverse semigroup J may be thought of as containing inverse subsemigroups 
P £ind P' intersecting in U . Thus the copy of T in P ' intersect precisely in U 
and so the amalgam [5, T; C/] is embedded in J. This completes the proof of 
Theorem(4.1). 
Diagrammatic2illy we can represent the proof as follows: 
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I U 
sn 
u 
u 
we hasten to remark that the inverse semigroup P in Theorem (4.5) is infinite 
even though S eind T are finite. In gronp theory, a finite amalgam is embeddable 
in a finite semigronp(B.H.Nenmarm [46]). The method above does not give the 
corresponding result for inverse semigroups, the corresponding result for inverse 
semigroups is infact not true. The following example fi-om (T.E. Hall [16]) is 
attributed by Hall to C.J.Ash. illustrates the above fact. 
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Example 4.7 : Let S = {0, e, f,a,b}, T = {0, e, / , g, x, y} be the semigroups 
whose multiphcation tables are : 
0 
e 
f 
a 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e 
0 
e 
0 
0 
b 
f 
0 
0 
f 
a 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
0 
f 
b 
0 
0 
b 
e 
0 
0 
e 
f 
g 
X 
y 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e 
0 
e 
0 
0 
0 
y 
f 
0 
0 
f 
g 
X 
0 
9 
0 
0 
g 
g 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
9 
y 
0 
0 
y 
y 
e 
0 
It is easy to see that these are semigroups, either by a straight forward (though 
tedious) verification of associativity , or by observing that each may be represented 
by matrices as follows : for 5 , 
0 = 
forT, 
f o o l 
0 0 , e = 
r 1 oi 
0 0 , / = 
[ 0 Ol 
0 1 , a = 
[ o i l 
0 0 ,b = 
[ 0 0 1 
1 0 
0 = 
"0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
01 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 0] 
0 0 
0 0 
/ = 
'0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 1 
0 
1 
9 = 
r ^  
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0] 
0 
0 
X = 
r 0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0] 
0 
0 
y = 
r ^  
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
01 
0 
0 
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Infact both S and T axe easily seen to be inverse semigroups and U = {0, e, / } 
is a common inverse subsemigroup . 
Suppose now that the inverse semigroup amalgam [S, T ; C/] is embedded in a 
semigroup Q, that is that Q is a semigroup containing S and T with S(IT = U. 
Then g < f in Q. but in Q we also have g = gfg, f = ba = bea = bxya = 
bxyga, and so (5, / ) G 3 in <5 -The principal factor J/ U {0} of Q is certainly not 
null, since it contains the idempotent / . Hence by Proposition ("If / , J are ideals 
of a semigroup S s\ich that I C J and such that there is no ideal B of 5 for which 
I C B C J, then J/1 is either 0-simple or null."), it is 0-simple. If it were finite it 
would be completely 0-simple and all its nonzero idempotents would be primitive 
(by the theory of idempotents ). Since g < f in J/ U {0} this is not so; hence 
Jf U {0}, and so a fortiori Q , is infinite . 
This example of a finite semigroup amalgam that is embeddable shows that it 
is not finitely embeddable which incidently also answers in negative a question in 
( Howie [24] ). 
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CHAPTER-5 
Generalized Inverse Semigroups and Amalgamation 
Introduction : 
Given that free products with amalgamation of inverse semigroups exist with-
out "collapse", or equivallently that any ameilgam of inverse semigroups is strongly 
embeddable in an inverse semigroup, it is natural to ask whether free products 
with amalgamation of generalized inverse semigroups also exist without collapse. 
Imaoka [32] has shown that free products exist for the class of generalized inverse 
semigroups. 
The above question is still imanswered . The main result of this chapter is 
that any amalgam of generalized inverse semigroups is strongly embeddable in a 
semigroup. This gives some hope that the question above will have an affirmative 
answer. The proof is via three representation extension properties. First we show 
that any generalized inverse semigroup has the representaion extension property 
in any containing generalized inverse semigroup; and that any right generalized 
inverse semigroup has the free ( and hence the strong ) representation extension 
property in any containing right generalized inverse semigroup. 
5.1 Preliminaries: A generalized inverse semigroup is a regular semigroup in 
which the idempotents satisfy the permutation identity efgh = egfh,{Yanxauda, [61]), 
while a right [left] genercdized inverse semigroup is a regular semigroup in which 
efg = feg [efg = egf] for all idempotents e,f,g. 
The semigroup of all (total) transformations of a set X imder composition 
is denoted by T{X). Any morphism p : S —> T(X), for any set X, is called a 
representation of .S. 
Representation extension has been fotmd to be closely connected with the em-
beddability of semigroup amalgams. A semigro\ip U is said to have the represen-
tation extension property in a containing semigroup S if for every representation 
p : U —y T{X) of U, there exist a set Y and a representation a : S —* T{X U Y) 
such that Q„|X = p„ for all it e (7 . By Theorem (7) of the T.E.Hall [17] , if 
for every semigroup T containing U as a subsemigroup, the amalgam [S,T;U] 
is embeddable, then U has the representation extension property in S ; thus in 
determining whether or not an amalgam [Si,i € I ;U] is embeddable , it has 
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often helped to determine first whether or not U has the representation extension 
property in Si, for each i € I • 
A semigroup U is said to have the strong representation extension property 
in a containing semigroup S if for any representations p : U -^ ^ ( ^ ) ) P : S -^ 
T{X') such that X' <Z X and pu\X' = /?„ for all u e f/ , there exist a set Y and 
a representation a: S -^ T{X U Y) such that a^lX = />„ and a^lX' = j3s for all 
tt 6 C/ , s e S. 
Result 1 ( T.E.Hall [17], Theorem 4). Let [Si,i £ I;U]he any amalgam 
of semigroups . If U has the strong representation extension property in each 
Si, then the amalgam is embeddable. 
T.E.Hall [17, Theorem 6] has shown that any semigroup U has the strong 
representation extension property in any containing semigroup S . It has been 
further extented in the paper of T.E. Hall [19] which shows that any right gener-
aUzed inverse semigroup t/ has the strong representation extension property in 
any containing right generalized inverse semigroup S . Finally we generahze both 
of the above cases by showing that a regular semigroup U has the strong rep-
resentation extension property in a containing semigroup S if efs = fes for all 
e, / G E{U) (the set of idempotents of U ) and for all s G 5 (note that if ,5 is a 
right generahzed inverse semigroup, then efs = fes for all e, / G E{S), s e S). 
5.2 The free extension of a representation : In this section , we give some 
further prihminary concepts and results, which can be found in Hall [17]. 
Take any subsemigroup U oi a semigroup S and any representation p : U -* 
T{X). First of all, we shall use a manipulative and so far quite successful way 
of proving that the representations p : U —* T{X) extends to one of S via the 
concept of the free extension of p to S . The manipulation consists of showing 
that a set of zigzag equations imply the equality of two elements in X. 
Let S^^^ denote the semigroup S with an identity element 1 adjoined whether 
or not 5" has an identity, and like wise for U^^^ (< S^^^). On X x 5^^Mefine a 
relation 6i as follows : for all{x,s),{y,t) € X x S^^\(x,s)6i{y,t) if and only 
if s = usi,t = vsi, xpu — ypv for some u,v e U^^\ si 6 S^^^ (we define 
xpi = X for all a; G X ). The transitive closure of 6i is denoted by S, that is 
6 = \J^-i6^ , an equivalence relation on X x S^^K We define a representation 
a:S^ T{X x S^^^/6) as foUows: for aU (x,f) G X x S^^\ 
s £ S ,{x,t) e 6° = {x,ta)6 (each a, is well defined ).To show that p ex-
tends to a representation of S is equivalent to showing that a map / : X —> 
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{X X S^^^)/6, X i-> (x, 1)6 is one to one . The ordered pair ( a , / ) is called 
the free extension of p to S (thongh / is not eilways one to one). Henceforth we 
denote xp^ by xu, for all x e X, u e U^^\ For any {x,s),{y,t) e X x S^^\ 
the condition (x, s)6{y, t) is equivalent to a set of zigzag equations obtained as 
follows; there exist a positive integer n such that (x, s)6i(y, t) and so there exist 
elements Xi,X2, ,Xn+\ €. X, ui,vi,U2,V2, ,Un,Vn G U^^^ and 
5i,S2, ,Sn G S^^^ such that 
(X,S) = {Xi,UiSi) , {Xn+l,VnSn)= {y,t) 
XiUi = X2V1, X2U2 = X3V2, , x„tin = x„+iV„ (1) a n d 
UlSi = U2S2 , V2S2 = U^S3, , U„_lSn_i == U„S„ (2) 
In the case where s = t = 1 we have Wi = Si =•?;„ = s„ = 1. Hence show-
ing that / is one to one , which shows that U has the representation extension 
property in 5, is equivalent to showing that the equations (1) and (2), together 
with Ui = Si = Vn = Sn = limply that Xi = x„+i. Lemma (13) £ind (14) of 
T.E.Hall [17] further show that we may assimie without loss of generahty that none 
of U2,U3, ,Un,Vi,7;2, ,t^n-1,^2,S3, ,s„_i equal 1 (whileproving 
/ is one to one). 
Now we shall see how proving the strong representation extension property can 
be reduced to showing two conclusions from the zigzag equations (1) and (2), one 
being that given above. Given p : U^^^ —+ T{X) above, take any representation p': 
C/(^ ) -^ T{X') such that X' ^ X and p^\X = p'^ for aU w e f/^^).We define 8[on 
to be the restriction of 8\ to X' x 5^ ^^  and we define 6' to be the transitive closure 
of 6[. The free extension of p' to 6 is denoted by a'; then (x, t)6'a'g = (x, ts)6' for 
all (x, t) e X X S^^\s € S. Now the free representation extension property of U in 
S is equivalent to the condition that for all p, p' as above, 6' equals the restriction 
of 6 to X' X S^^\ which is equivalent to the condition that for all p, p' as above, 
a' is equivalent to a subrepresentation of a under the map {X' x S^^^)/6' —> (X x 
S^^^)/6, (x, s)(5' t-> (x, s)5 (Hall [17]), showing the free representation extension 
property oi U in S is thus equivalent to showing that equations (1) and (2), 
together with Xi,x„+i € X' imply that {xi,uiSi)5' (x„+i,t;„s„).The following 
result shows that proving the strong representation extension property of C/ in 5 
is equivalent to proving both the conclusions given above. 
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Result 2 ( Theorem 3 of [T.E.Hedl, [17]]). A subsemigroup U of a semigroup 
S has the strong representation extension property in S if and only if U has 
both the representation extension property and the free representation extension 
property in S. 
5.3 Embedding Amalgamis : Let U be any regular subsemigroup of a semi-
group S such that for all idempotents e,feU, for any element s G 5, we have 
efs = fes . For example, U could be an inverse subsemigroup of any semigroup 
S , or U and S both could be right generaUzed inverse semigroups. We show 
that U has the strong representation extension property in S. Take any repre-
sentation p : U —* T{X) and define 6,a, f as above. Take any (x,s),{y,t) e 
X X 5^ ^^  such that {x,s)6{y,t). As before, there exist a positive integer n and 
elements xi,X2, ,Xn+i € X 
u\,Vi,U2,V2, ,w„,v„ € U^^^ and Si,52, ,Sn e 'S'(^ ) such that 
{x,s) = {xuuisi) , (x„+i,?;„s„) = (y,t) 
and equations (1) and (2) hold . 
For i = 1,2, ,n ; let u^,v[ denote inverses in U'^^^ of Ui,Vi respec-
tively, and put Wi = Uiv[u2v'2 Uiv[ and tu- = Viu[ ua^^^i^, an inverse 
ofuJiinf/(i). 
Lemiina 5.3.1 : (i) If si, sa, i s„ are each not equal to 1, then w'^WnVnSn = 
[ii) Vn = Sn = Ui = si — \ and if S2,S3, ,s„_i are each not equal to 1, 
then w'j^Wn = w'j^-
(Ui) Xn+lW'„ = XiWnW'n. 
Proof : 
= w'„Wn^lVr,-lSn-l = = w'^WiViSi 
= VnU'n U2U2Vi{u[ui){v[vi)Si 
= VfiU'r, V2u'2Vi{v[vi){u\ui)si 
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{ii) The equations in the proof of part (z) are also true under the assumptions 
of part (ii) 
{in) 
= Xn{Vn-lV'^-i){UnV'„Vr,u'Jw'^_i{smCe v'^_.^,w'^_-i 6 S 
= 
= 
Xn-lUn-lv'„_iUr,v'^w'^ = ... 
XiWr^w'^ 
... = XiUiV[ — . 
or t;„_i<_i -
= ^ « 
1 
Theorem 5.3.2 : Let J7 be a regiilar subsemigroup of a semigroup 5 such that 
e/s = jes for all e, / 6 EilJ) ,SES, then U has a representation extension 
property in S. 
Proof : Take any representation p : U -^ T{X)oi U and define 6i and 6 on 
X X 5^^^as above.Take any x,y e X such that {x,l)6 = (t/, 1)<5. We need 
only to show that x = y.As before there exists a positive integer n such that 
(a;, l)5"(j/, 1) and there exist elements Xi,X2,....x„+i € X,ui,wi,U2,W2, ....,«„,•!;„ G 
C/^ ^^and si,52, ,Sn ^ -^ ^^ ^ such that equations (1) and (2) hold. We pro-
ceed by induction on n. If (x, l)6i{y, 1), then x = y since UiSi = v\Si = 1 impUes 
ui = vi = 1. We assimie then that for all m , 1 < m < n and for all x', y' £ X, if 
{x',l)6T{y',l),thenx' = y'. 
Case 1 ; Si = 1 for some i E {2,3, , n — 1}. 
Now {x,l) 6\~^ {xi, UiSi) 6i {xiUi,l), whence x = XiUi. 
Likewise (xjUj, 1) = (xiUi,Sj) 6i {xi+i,ViSi) S^~* (y, 1), whence Xiyi = y, 
giving X = y as required, (this is essentially the proof of Lemma 13 of the 
T.E.Hall [17] mentioned above. ) 
Case 2 ; none of S2, S3, ,Sn-i equal 1. 
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The proof now goes in the three stages of the proof of Theorem 1 of T.E.HaJl 
[17]; as in the proof of Lemma5.3.1 the elements ^2,53,..., s„_i G 5" allow "per-
muting of idempotents from U in certain products from 5 ". we have 
X = I i = X2V1 = X2{w[wiViSi) = X2{w[wi){u2S2) 
= X2U2u'2{w[wi){U2S2) = X3V2u'2{w[wi){u2S2) 
= X3{V2{V2V2){U2W[WIU2)S2) = a ;3(^ '2K^«^l«2)K'^2)-S2) 
= xz{w2W2V2S2) = = Xn+i(to^w„w„s„) = x„+iW^it;„(end of stagel) 
= Xn+iw'j^ (from Lemma 5.3.1 (ii)) (end of stage2) 
= XiWnw'^ (from Lemma 5.3.1 {in)) (end of stage3) 
= y, (from synunetry and x = Xn+iw'^Wn) 
completing the proof. 
Theorem 5.3.3 : Let ?7 be a regular subsemigroup of a semigroup S such that 
efs = fes for all e, / G E{U), s G 5, then U has the free representation extension 
property in S. 
Proof : Take any representations p : U^^^ -^ T{X) , p': U^'^^ -+ T{X') such that 
X' C X, pu\X' = p'^ioraRue U^^^ , and ^1 = i^. Define 61,6 on X x 5^ )^ and 
6[,6' on X' X 5^ ^^  as above eind take any elements x,y e X' ,s,t ^ S^^^ such that 
{x, 8)6{y, t).We need only show that (x, s)6'{y, t). 
Now there exist a positive integer n and elements xi,X2, ,a:n+i G X, 
y'i,Vi,U2,V2, ,Un,Vn G C/^ ^^and G 5^ )^ such that (x,s) = 
(xi,iiiSi), {Xn+i,VnSn) = (y,t) and such that equations (1) and (2) hold. 
Case 1 ; some of si,S2, ,«„ equal 1. 
Let i be the smallest of 1,2, ,n such that Sj = 1 . We show first that 
{xi,UiSi)6'{xiWi_^Wi^iUi,l). We have of coiurse that si,S2i ,Si-i G S 
So, 
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{xiuisi)6[{xiui,si) 
= {x2Viu'^Ui,Si) 6[{X2Vi, {v[Vi){u[Ui)Si) 
= {x2Vi,{u\ui){v[vi)si) = {x2Vuu[uiV[u2S2)6[{x2ViU\uiV[U2,S2) 
= {X2W[WIU2, S2) = {X2{W[WI){U2U'2)U2,S2) 
= {x2{u2u'2){'w[wi)u2, S2) (since U2 G f/ or U2tt2 = 1) 
= {XzV2u'2w[WiU2, S2) 6[{X3V2U'2w['WiU2, {v'2V2){u'2w[WiU2)s2) 
= {X3V2U'2W[wiU2, (Ujlf'i 101^2)(^'2^2)52) 
= (a;3V2U2l(;iti;ill2,W2Ku;in2V2'"3^3)^l {X3V2u'2w[WiU2V'2U3, S^) 
= (x3ti;^ u;2U3, S3) = = (a;iW-_iWi_iUi, Si) = {xiWi_iWi_iUi, 1) 
Now let A' be the largest of 1,2, , n such that a^ = 1. By symmetry, we have 
that {y,t)6'{xkU, 1) for some « € f/(^).Now(xfcU, l)6'{y,t)6{x,s)6'{xiWi_iWi^iUi, 1), 
so {xkU,l)6 {xi'w[_-yWi-iUi,i) (since 6' C 5 ) whence x^u = XiW-.^tUi-iUi from 
the proof of the Theorem 5.3.2 . Now we have that {x,s)6'{xiw'i_iWi-iUi, 1) = 
{xkU,l)6' {y,t) giving {x,s)6' {y,t) as required. 
Case 2 ; si,S2, ,SnES. 
The proof now goes in the three stages of the proof of the Theorem 2 ,T.E.Hall 
[17]; again the elements Si,S2, ,s„ G 5 allow "permuting of idempotents 
from U in certain products from -S ", we have 
(xi uiSi) 6' {xnw'n_iWn-iUn, Sn) (as in the proof of case 1) 
= {XnUnU'^w'„_-iWn-lV^, Sn) (u„ € U OV U^u'^ = 1) 
= (x„i;„<ti;;_iw„_iu„, Sn) 6\ (a;„+i, ?;„(?;>„) {u'^w'^_^Wn-iUn) Sn) (x„+i e X') 
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= {xn+uw'^WnVnSn) (end of Stage 1) 
= {xn+i,w'^uiSi) 6[{xn+iw'„,uiSi) (by Lemma 5.3.1 (i)) (end of stage 2) 
= XiWnW'^,UiSi) 6[ (Xi , WnW'^UiSi) 6' {y,t){x,s) 6' {Xn+l,w'^WnVnSn) 
(by Lemma 5.3.l(m)) 
Prom symmetry, this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 5.3.4 : Let U is a regular subsemigroup of a semigroup 5 such that 
efs = fes for all e, / € E{U) ,SGS, then U has the strong representation 
extension property in S. 
Proof : This follows from Restilt 2 and Theorems (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) . 
Corollary 5.3.5 : An amalgam [Si,i G I;U] is embeddable if for each i ^ I, 
efs = fes for all e, / G E{U), s G 5,. 
Proof : This follows from Result 1 and Theorems (5.3.4). 
Corollary 5.3.6 [J.M.Howie, [28] ]. An amalgam [Si,i € I;U] is embeddable 
if t/ is an inverse semigroup. 
Corollary 5.3.7 : An amalgam [Si,i G I;U] of right generalized inverse semi-
groups is embeddable. 
A subsemigroup f/ of a semigroup S is said to have the [right] congruence 
extension property in 5 if for every [right] congruence p on U there is a [right] 
congnience 6 on S such that 6 H {U x U) = p. 
Corollary 5.3.8 : If [/ is a regular subsemigroup of a semigroup S such that 
efs = fes for all e, f G E{U), s G 5, then U has the right congruence extension 
property in S. 
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Proof : This follows from theorem (5.3.9) of T.E. Hall [17] and Theorem 2 . 
Theorem 5.3.9 : Any amalgam [Si,i G I;U] of generalized inverse semigroups 
is embeddable. 
Proof : For simphcity , let ns deal with the case | / | = 2 first. 
Thus we let [5, T; U] be an amalgam of generalized inverse semigroups. 
Prom the excellent structure theorem for generalized inverse semigroups due to Ya-
mada [61] , it follows that there exist left generalized inverse semigroups Si,Ti, U\ 
and right generahzed inverse semigroups 52,72, U2 ,and monomorphisms $ : 5 —> 
S1XS2 , ^ -.T -^TixT-i such that Ui < Si, Ux < Ti, 5i n Ti = (/i, U2 < 
S2, U2 < T2, 52 n T2 = U2 ^U = ^ | [ / and C/$ C C/i X U2. 
Now the amalgam [52, T2; U2] is embeddable in a semigroup W2 say, by Cor-
rollary (5.3.7). Dually, the amalgam [Si,Ti;Ui] is embeddable in a semigroup 
Wi, say. Now clearly the amalgam [5, T; U] is embeddable in the semigroup 
Wi X W2. 
The arbitrary case is dealt quite similarly ; one merely represents U and Si as 
a subdirect product of a left and a right generalized inverse semigroup. 
5.4 Miscellaneous results : In this section we consider the question of whether 
or not U has the [strong] representation extension property in 5 when 5 and U 
are both generalized inverse semigroups. 
The answer is in the negative for the strong representation extension property. 
We let U = {a,b} be the two element left zero semigroup and put 5 = C/°,the 
representation p : U -^ ^(-^) given in the proof of Theorem 25 (V) of T.E.Hall 
[17] shows that U does not have the strong representation extension property in 
5. Note that 5 is in fact a left generalized inverse semigroup. 
The answer is in the aflfirmative for the representation extension property. 
T.E.Hall obtained the proof of the following theorem by generaUzing an ingenious 
proof of P.R.Jones that a normal band U has the right congruence extension 
property in a containing normal band 5 first to a proof of the same result for 
generahzed inverse semigroups and then to the following proof 
Theorem 5.4.1 : Let U £ind 5 be any generalized inverse semigroups with U a 
subsemigroup of 5. Then U has the representation extension property in 5. 
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Proof : Take any semigroupT containing [/ as a subsemigroup and any zigzag of 
type(2) (see T.E.Hall [17]) over U from an element i € T to an element t' G T, say 
t = tiUi, tnVn = t' 
Ul = ViSi, U2Si=V2S2, 11382 = ^353, ,VnSn-\=Vn 
tiVi = i2«2, t2V2 = hU3, ,tn-\Vn-i = tnlln 
where Si, S2, , S n - i € 5 , ti,t2, ,tn&T, Ui,vi, ,Un,Vn€.U. We need 
only to show that t = t', from which Theorem (5.4.1) follows , by Theorem 16 of 
T.E.Hall [17] . 
Let us further put 
Xi = « ! -ViSi, ,Xi = UiSi_i =ViSi, ,X„ = UnSn-V= Vn 
and for i = 1,2, ,n — 1, we take any sj € V{si) and v[ G V{vi) fi U, and we 
put x'i = s'^v'^, an inverse of Xi'm S . We prove two lemmas before completing the 
proof of theorem. 
Lemma 5.4.2: Fori = l,2, ,n 
, f i , , 
Xi{x'iXi^i) (4x2) (xia;i) = Ui{v[_.^Ui-i) (u2«2)(vWi)e U 
t = ti[Xi{x[_^Xi^i) (X2X2)(XiXi) ] 
Proof : For i = 1 , we have xi = u\ G. U and t = t\Ui = tiXi as required, 
suppose then that for some K e (1,2, ,n — 1} we have 
Xk{x'k-iXk-\) (a^ iari) = Wfc(t;fc_ittfe-i) (^ 4«2) (^ ^Wi) e U 
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and t = tk[ Xk{x'k_iXk-i) {x[xi) ] Now 
Xk+iX'^Xk = (Uk+lSk) (s'kV'k) (VkSk) 
= Uk+l{SkS'k) {v'kVk) Sk 
= Uk+l{VkVk) (SkS'k) Sk = Uk+iV'kXk 
whence Xk+i{x'kXk) {x'2X2){x[xi) = Uk+iv'^ [xk{x'k_iXk-i) {x'2X2){x[xi) ] 
= Uk+i{v'kUk) {v'k_iUk-i) K " 2 ) K w i ) G U 
t = tk[ Xk {x'k_iXk-i) (X2X2) {x\xi) ] 
= tk[ VkV'kXk {x'k_iXk-l) (X2X2) (x'jXi) ] 
= tkVkV'kUk {v'f._iUk-i) {v'2U2) {v[ui) ] 
= tk+iUk+i{v'kUk) (4^2) {v[ui) 
= tk+l[ Xk+i{x'kXk) (x'2X2) (x'jXi) ] 
The lemma now follows by finite induction. Denote the normal band of all 
idempotents of S by E. Choose any x" € V{xi), i = 1,2, ,n , and denote 
the J-class of £• containing (x(^x„) (x2X2)(xiXi) by J' (of course J' does not 
depend upon the choices of ) . Put B = U{J G E/J : J > J'} a 
subband of E , and define a mapping ^ : JB —> J ' by, for all 6 G B , W = bjb, where 
j is any element in J'(since B is normal , bjb does not depend on the choice of 
j € J', and further ^ is a morphism). 
L e m m a 5.4.3 :For any x" G V{xi), i = 1,2, ,n , we have 
(z) (xj'xi)^, (x2X2)^, {x'^Xn)9 are ^-related, 
(M) t = t„(x„[(x;;x„)e]). 
Proof :(i) For i = 1,2, , n — 1, Xj = ViSi and Xj+i = «i+iSj. So Lj . < 
Lg. and Li-^^ < Z/^ , in 5", that is Lx'./j. < L^.,. and L^j^^i.^j < Lj|s. in 5. and 
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hence in B. Since ^ is a morphism and J' is a rectangular band, we have 
{x"xi)$, {x"j^iXi+i)9, and (s'^SiJO are all £-related in J', giving part (z). 
(n) t = tn[xn{x'^Xn) {x'^_iXn-i) {x'2X2) {x\xi)] (Lenuna U) 
= tn[ Xn[(x;ia;„) (x^_ia;„_i) (a;2X2) {x[xi)] 6 ] 
= tn[ Xn[ (x>n)^ ] [(x'„_iX„_i)0] [(x^Xa)^] [(x'^Xi)] 9 ] 
= t^{xn[{x'^Xn)e]) (part( i)) 
We can now show that t = if. First, we restrict the choice of x'/,xj( in Lemma 
12 so that x'{ e V{xi) n f/, x'^ e V(x„) n U. Now 
(x'l'xi)^ = (x'/xi)[x;;(x„(x^_jX„_i) (x^X2)(xixi)](x'/xi) e U 
and by symmetry (x'^x„)0 € U also. 
Lemma 12 (M) can be stated as 
t = t'[{x':,Xr,)e] 
and from symmetry we have 
t' = t[{x';xi)9] 
= t'[{x':,xr.)9][{x'(x^)9] 
= t'[ {x'^Xr,)9 ] ( Lemma 12(i) ) 
= t 
completing the proof of theorem. 
A class of semigroups is said to have the [right] congnience extension property 
if for all semigroups U and S in the class, with U a subsemigroup of S. U has 
the [right] congruence extension property in 5 . 
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Corollary 5.4.4 : The class of generalized inverse semigroups has the right 
congruence extension property. 
Proof : This follows from theorem 9 of T.E.Hall [17] and Theorem (5.4.1) 
Corollary 5.4.5 ( P.R. Jones, verbal communication 1979) : The class of 
normal bands has the right congruence extension property. 
We note the result of Imaoka [31] that the class of normal bands has the 
congruence extension property. But the class of generalized inverse semigroups 
does not have the congruence extension property (since groups do not have the 
property ). 
The problem of whether an amalgam of generalized inverse semigroups is em-
beddable in a generalized inverse semigroup still remains open. The reader may 
refer to the article of the T.E.Hall [18] for the backgroimd and appHcations of 
amalgamation for regular and inverse semigroups. 
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Chapter-6 
Amalgamation of Regular semigroup and Regular'-Semigroup 
Introduction : 
A method for provmg the embeddability of semigroup amalgams is introduced. 
After providing necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of representations 
for the weak embeddabiUty of a semigroup amalgam, we successfully deal with 
the embedding of an amalgam of regxilar semigroups whose core is fuU in each 
member. 
Infgict regular semigroups can be amalgamated over a full regular subsemi-
group with finiteness being preserved. In general, an amalgam of regular semi-
groups(even left regular b«inds) can not be weakly embedded in a semigroup 
[17, Remark 7]. In the final section, we discribe the varieties of regular'-semigroups 
possessing the weak (strong) Jimalgamation property, which is not complete due 
to the known problems with varieties of groups and completely simple semigroups. 
Result 1 [14, Result 9 ] : If C/ is a regular subsemigroup of a semigroup S 
then green's relation £ on f/ is the restriction to [/ of £ on S. 
Result 2 [15, Result 14 ] : If E is any set of idempotents of a semigroup S such 
that there is a regular subsemigroup U oi S with E as the set of ail idempotents 
of U , then there is a \mique maximum regular subsemigroup of S with E as its 
set of idempotents. 
For any set X we denote by pT{X) and by T{X) the semigrouf)8 of all partial 
and all total transformations of X, respectively . For any set X and any semi-
group S, we call a homomorphism p oi S into pT{X) a representation of S by 
partial transformations of X . 
By an 5-orbit of p or a yo-orbit we mean any minimal (with respect to the 
partial ordering C ) nonempty subset of X closed tmder the taking of images and 
preimages by the fimctions ps,s £ S . The p-orbits thus include the singleton 
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set {x} for each x G X which is not the domain or range of any p^', s € S . We 
note that the action of iS on a ^orbit is not necessarily transitive, but X is the 
disjoint union of its p-orbits. We call the partial imary algebra {X, {pg : s € S }), 
consisting oiX and an indexed set of partial unary operations indexed by elements 
from S, an 5-system, Two 5-system {X, [ps : s £ S }) and {X', {p'^ : s £ S }) 
are called isomorphic or equivalent if there is a bijection ^ : X ^>^ X' such that 
$ - ip j$ = p'g for all s € 5" . 
6.1 Amedgamation over a regular semigroup 
Using Lallement's reformtilation [43, Proposition 2.2] of Preston's representation 
result [51,Theorem 2], for any semigroup S, we define for each element 5 G 5 , a 
partial transformation p{S)s of S by 
p{S)s = {{x,xs) e S X S : xTZxs inS } 
and we define p{S) : S -^ p'T{S) to be the function mapping each s € 5 to p{S)g. 
Then p{S) is a representation of 5, and is just the Preston-Vagner (as in [6, § 1.9] ) 
when 5 is an inverse semigroup. 
Dually, we define \{S) : S ^ pT{S) by 
X{S)s = {{x, sx) eS X S : xCsx inS } 
for each s £ S . Then X{S) : 5 -+ pS(5)*,the semigroup dual to p'^{S), is a 
homomorphism. 
If 5 is regular, then the map {\{S),p{S)) : S -> pT(5)* x pT{S), s ^ 
{X{s)a,p{s)g), is a monomorphism [43, Proposition 2.2]. 
Lemma 6.1.1 : If C/ is a full regular subsemigroup of a regular semigroup S, 
then the eimalgam (5, S; U) is strongly embeddable in a semigroup(that is U is 
closed in 5 ). If 5 is finite, then the eunalgam is strongly embeddable in a finite 
semigroup. 
Proof : For each u G t/ it is clear that Up{S)u Q U; we also show that 
{S\U)p{S)u Q S\U. Suppose to the contrary that there is an element b G S\U 
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such that bp{S).u € U. Let 6'be any inverse of 6 in 5". Then bu,bfb, {b'b)u € U 
and bTZu in S. So b'blWbu in S and hence in U (Result 1). Thus there exists an 
element v EU^ such that b'b — b'buv whence 
b = bb'b = bb'bav = {bu)v e U 
a contradiction , as required. 
Let 5 ' be a set disjoint from S and of the same cardinality, and let S —» 
S', xt-* x' be a bijection. Make S' a copy of the S-system S by defining p'{S) : 
S -> p^iS') by x'p'{S)s = (xs)' for all x' e 5' , s e 5 such that x edoiap{S),. 
Define a permutation 4> : 5 U 5 ' -^ 5 U 5 ' by, for all a € f/, 6 e 5\C/, a4> = 
a, a'* = a' ,6^ = 6', 6'$ = 6. Let a : S -^ pT{SU S') be the siun of p{S) and 
/!/(5) and define 0 : S-^ p^SU S') by /?, = ^-^a«$ for aU s € S. It is easy to 
see that au = /?« for all u € t/. Further , for any s € S\U, and any inverse a; of 5 
in 5, since sx G U, we have 
{sx)a3 = s, 
{sx)Ps = (src)$ ««$ = {sx)aa^ = s4» = s', and so Qg 7^  Pa-
We now take the direct smn of each of a and /3 with the right regular represen-
tation of S, thus obtaining two monomorphisms from S into a single semigroup, 
agreeing precisely on U, Thus the amalgam (5, S; U) is strongly embeddable in a 
[finite] semigroup [if S is finite ]. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 1 : If C/ is a subsemigroup of a finite semigroup S and if U is closed 
in S , then the amalgam (S, S; U) can always be strongly embedded in a finite 
semigroup. To see this, we have to modify the proof of [29, Theorem V11.2.5] by 
taking the free abeUan group of exponent 2, say on A, instead of taking the free 
abehan group on A. 
Lemma 6.1.2 : If t/ is any regular siibsemigroup of regular semigroup S and T, 
then the amalgam (5, T; U) is weakly embeddable in a semigroiip. If S and T are 
finite, then the amalgam can be weakly embedded in a finite semigroup. 
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Proof : First we note that for any x G 5, u € C/, if (x, xu) e p{S)u, then for any 
inverse x' of x in S, since xJJxw in S, we have x'x^xu in 5 and hence in f/ (Result 
1). So for some element v G U (rather thjin C/^ , since U is regular), x'x = x'xuv 
whence x = {xu)v. This shows that [/ acts transitively on each t/-orbit of p{S)\U. 
We define two t/-orbits O and O' of p{S)\U to be £—equivalent if there are 
elements a € O, b £ O' such that aCb in 5. There will be elements p,q e S' 
such that a = pq, b = qa and then routine calculations show that the maps 
o —y o', X y-^ qx and d —^ o, y >-* py are mutually inverse, £—class preserving 
isomorphisms between [/-orbits of p{S)\U containing x'x, o" say, is £—equivalent 
to o and is also a C/-orbit of p{U) (note that U has the same action O" \m-
der p{U) and p{S)\U). Thus the isomorphism types of CZ-orbits of p{S)\U) are 
precisely those of p{u), and hence precisely those of p(T)\U. As in the proof of 
[ Theorem 1,T.E.Hall (Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 246 
(1978)], from a = p{S) and 0 — p{T), construct representations a" : S —>• PTIZQ) 
and /? : T —> pT{z2) agreeing on U. Dually , from X{S) and A(T), construct 
homomorphisms a" and fi agreeing on U , imitating each detail in the dual situa-
tion. Then (a", a") and {P,$), defined as usual, are monomorphisms agreeing on 
U. Hence the amalgam (5, T; U) is weakly embeddable. It remains to show that 
finiteness can be preserved , so we assmne now that S eind T are finite. 
Let us first note that the 5-orbits of p{S) are just the 72^ —classes of S, on each 
of which S acts transitively , and that £—equivalent 5-orbits are just 7^—classes 
contained in the same V-class of S (take the case where C/ is all of 5). 
Let ^ i , , Sm, and Ti, , T„and Ui, , Up say, be 7^—classes from S, T 
and U, with precisely one 72.—class choosen from each I>-class of S,T and U 
respectively; denote the cardinahty of a 'W-class of S, T and U in these 9fi—classes 
by «5i, ,6m, and ^i, ,^nand 771, ,T}p respectively. 
Now )Si is an 5-orbit of p{S) and so contains complete [/-orbits of p{S)\U, 
and each such is £—equivalent to one of Ui, , f/p, each of these being the 
same t/-orbit of p{S) \U aso{p{U). Further, if 5icontains a C/-orbit £—equivalent to 
Ui say, then 5icontains precisely ^i/r/j {/-orbits £—eqmvalent to Ui (each a copy 
of C/j),which we prove as follows. Suppose Ui meets exactly q, say, ^ -classes of U 
(equivalent, of S, by Result 1). Then \Ui\ = qr]i. Let V be the set of elements of 
Sjwhich are £—related in 5 to elements of Ui. Then V is disjoint mxion of q H-
classes of Si so | V| = g^i.Also V consists of the disjoint tmion of those [/-orbits of 
p{S)\U which are £—equivalent to Ui and contained in 5i,so the number of such 
[/-orbits is 
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\V\l\Ui\=qb,lq'n, = dJr^i 
as reqviired. Similar remarks apply to S\,S2 ,<Sm, T\, ,Tn-
Put AT = 1^^ 2 ^mCi6 in- Take the sum oiN/6i copies of p{S)\Si,i = 
1,2, ,m, and teike the simi of all these sums, denoting the final simi by 
Q:.Since a contains each ^-orbit type of p{S) we have 
a o a-^ = p{S) o p{S)-' 
Take the svmi of N/^j copies of p{T)\Tj , j = 1,2, ,n, and take the sum 
of all these sums, denoting the final smn by jS. 
We consider a\U and 0\U. Take any Ui and for convenience suppose Si and 
Ti contain [/-orbits of p(iS')|f/and p{T)\U, respectively, £—eqiiivalent to Uj. Then 
the N/6iCojnes of p{T)\Ti contain (iV/4i)(^i/i7i) = N/rji copies of Ui. 
We now see that a\U is the sum O{N\TJI copies of Ui, N\r]2 copies of C/2, ,and 
iV|77p copies of Up, and so also is /?|C/ . Hence a\U and 0\U are equivalent, so there 
is a one-to-one function ^ say, such that $~^au$ = /3u for all u G U. Defining 
a^ = $~^aa$ for all s e 5 gives us representations a' of S and PofT agreeing 
on U. Prom A(s) and X(T), let us produce a ' and ^, just as firom p{S) and p(T) 
we produced c/ and /3 immitating eeich detail above in the dual situation.Then 
(a', a'), defined as usual, is faithful on S, as is {0, /3) on T and the two monomor-
phisms agree on U, giving that the amalgam (5, T; U) can be weakly embedded 
in a finite semigroup. 
Theorem 6.1.3 : Let (Si,i G I; U) be any amalgam of semigroups , all regular 
and such that U consists all the idempotents of 5,, for all i e / . Then the amalgam 
is strongly embeddable. If / and each Si are finite then the amalgam is strongly 
embeddable in a fijiite semigroiip. For any semigroup W such that SiQW for all 
z G / and such that W is generated by Uig/5i, W is regular and£'(W) = E{U) 
Proof : We deal first with the case / = {1,2} say, put S ^ Si, T = S2. 
Then from Lemma(6.1.2), {S,T;U)can be weakly embedded in a semigroup V 
say, by monomorphisms ^ : S —* V, ''^ : T —^ V, agreeing on U. Without loss of 
generality we can assume V is generated by [S^) U (T^) . Then from Result 2, V 
is regular and E{U^) = E{V). By lemma (6.1.1), the amalgam {V, V; U^) can be 
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strongly embedded in a semigroup W by monomorphisms <^' :V —^W, * ' : y —> 
W agreeing precisely on f/$. Then the monomorphisms 4>$' : S —>• VTand \[ '^ ' : 
T —* W agree precisely on U. Hence (5, T; U) strongly embeddable. Further, at 
each step finiteness can be preserved so W can be taken to be finite if S and 
T are finite. The fact that W is regular and that E{U^^') = E{W) enables 
us to obtain the strong embedding for an arbitrary index set / by transfinite 
induction, embedding in a finite semigroup when / and each Si aie finite.The last 
statement of the theorem follows from Result 2. 
6.2 Amalgamation of Regular*-Seniigroup : 
A semigroup S with a un£iry operation * : S —> S is called a regular*-semigroup 
if it satisfies 
(i) (x*)* = X ; (ii) (xy)* = y*x* ; (m) xx*x = x 
Let S be a regular*-semigroup, An idempotent e in 5 is called a projection if 
e* = e. For a subset A of S, denote the sets of idempotents and projection of A by 
E{A) and P{A) respectively. 
Regular*-semigroups provide a framework which unifies the rich structiu-al 
theory of regular semigroups smd theory of varieties. 
Concerning amalgamation properties in the closing section. Hall and Imaoka[22] 
provide several examples of regular*-semigroup amalgams which are not weakly 
embeddable in any regular'-semigroup which will be very useful in the sequel. 
Recall that a semigroup is called £?-solid if of for any three idempotents 
e, f,g the fact that eC f TZg impUes the existence of an idempotent h such that 
eTlhCg. 
Theorem 6.2.1 : Let 5 be regular*-semigroup which is not £-solid.Then the 
variety generated by S contains C^ = M°({1}; 3,3; Q) , where 
Q = 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
with involution defined by 0* = 0 and {1; i, j)* = {1; j , i), I <i, j <3. 
Proof : First we show that if e, f, g are idempotents of a regular*- semigroup 
S preventing it to be £^-sohd (which means that e £ / TZg and R^ n Lg is not a 
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group), then / can be assumed , without loss , to be a projection, / = /*.Then 
it is impossible that both e, gare projections, because then elt f*C g. So, let 
g = g* and assume, for the moment , that e = e*. Then consider f*,ff* = 
gg*,g instead of e, f, g, respectively. Of coturse , / / * is a projection , and by 
assumption , Rf 0 Lg == Re (^ Lg is not a group . 
On the other hand , let e f^  e*. In this case , replace e, f ,g respectively 
by e, e*e = / * / , /*. If ReH Rf does not contain an idempotent, we are done. 
Otherwise , let h € ReHRf he an idranpotent and consider h, f } * , g. We have 
h C f f*7l g, while Rh D Lg = ReH Lg is not a group as wanted. Thus , we 
continue the proof with three idempotents e, f, g as above, where / = /*. 
As in the proof of Theorem (3.9) from [21], the main thing is to locate the 
product ge. Essentially , there are two cases : first , that ge G Rg, and sec-
ond, that ge ^ RgU Lg The third possibiUty ge e Lg easily reduces to the first 
one, since then e*g* = (ge)* G Re*, and now it suffices to continue with g* , e* 
instead oi e, g,respectively (since Rg* DLg* = [ReHLg)* is also not a group). 
We show that, in t\im, the first case reduces to the second one. Namely, con-
sider SxS and the following three( pairwise diflPerent) idempotents: {e, g*),{f, f) 
and (p, e*) ( i n the "role" of e, f, g ) . since e, g* e Lf and e*, y G i?/ , we 
have ( e , p* ) £ ( / , / ) 72. (p, e* ) in S x 5 . Of course , R{e,g*) H L(g^e*) cam not 
contain an idempotent. In addition , {ge, e*g*) = {g, e*){e, g*) ^ R(g,e*), for 
otherwise e*g* € Re*, that is, ge G Le, implying ge € Rg D Lg, which contradicts 
the fact that Re (1 Lg does not contsiin an idempotent. Thus we may further 
assume that ge ^ Rg\J Lg. 
Now we follow the path indicated on p.88 of [21] ,with some adoptations. Let 
I = {a e S : Ra < Rx and Ra* < Ry for some x, y G {e , g , g*} }, and 
define T = / U {e , e*, / , g , g* , ee*, g*g , eg, g* e* }. We claim that T is an 
involution subsemigroup of S and that / is an *-ideal of T. 
Clearly ,PCI, I* C I and T* C T. Let 2 G / , so that R^ < R^ for 
some X G {e, g, g*}. We prove that ze, zf, zg, ze* , zg* G / . Of course, for 
any u e {e, f, g, e*, g*} we have R^^ < Rz < Rx-
Also, R{zu)* = Rv.*z* < Ru*- Therefore, a choice of a suitable y for (zu)* is 
always possible, since Re* = Rf = Rg. By a repeated application of the above 
argument zt ^ I for any f G T, as well as tz = {z*t*)* G / , Finally , using 
e*e = gg* = / ,we see that every element of {e,e*, f ,g,g*,ee*,g*g, eg,g*e*} is 
either contained in r \ 7 , or is divisible by one oige, e*g*. But ge, e*g* G / , as 
Rge < Rg and Re*g* < Re* = Rg , so that all elements of the latter kind must lie 
in / , Thus our claim is proved. 
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1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
It is routine to verify that the Rees factor T /1 is isomorphic to CI with 
an obvious isomorphism being determined b y / — > 0 , e — * ( 1 ; 1 , 2 ) , /—> 
(1; 2 ,2) and 5 ^ ( 1 ; 2 , 3 ) . 
Theorem 6.2.2 : Let i/ be a variety of regular* -semigroups which contains the 
vaiety of normal*-bands. If C3 € i^  , then v does not have the weak amalgamation 
property. 
Proof : Let RB2 be the rectangular*-band. By the given conditions, C3 x 
RB2 G v. Let 9 be the smallest congruence of this involution semigroup which 
collapses ( (1; 1,3) , (1,1) ) and ( (1; 1,3) , (2,2) ) . It is a matter of routine 
to check that C3 x RB2 /9 is isomorphic to the completely 0-simple*-seniigroup 
C | = M0({1};4,4;Q'), where 
Q' = 
and with involution defined analogously as in C3. In more detail, each of the 
pairs ( (1; 2,2) , (A;,Z) ) , 1 < A; , Z < 2, constitutes a singleton ^-class , 
{((l;i,2),(l,0),((l;i,2),(2,0)},{((l;2,i),(fc,l)),((l;2,j),(fc,2))} 
are the two-elements classes for i , j G {1,3} and k, I £ {1,2}, while the 
other ( four-elements ) classes are {0} x RB2 and { (1; i,j) } x RB2 for i , j € 
{1 ,3} . 
However , [22, Example 6.1 ] exhibits an amalgam of Q and {RB^)^ e NB* C 
u which is not weakly embeddable in any regular*-semigroup, so the statement 
of the lemma follows . 
Proposition 6.2.3 : Let 1/ be a variety of regular*-semigroups. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(1) 1/ consist of completely regular*-semigroups. 
(2) 5 2 ^ 1 / , 
(3) there exists a word w G l^o such that u satisfies the identity x = w, 
(4) there exists a one-letter involution semigroup word u such that u satisfies the 
identity x — ux^. 
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Proof : (1) =*• (2) This is obvious , since B2 is not completely regular. 
(2) => (3) clearly , if B2 ^ i' •, then v satisfies an identity p = q (where p, q are 
some involution semigroup words over {xi, , a;„} which fails in B^. In fact, 
there areai , ,a„ G B2 such that p(ai, ,a„) and q{a\, ,a„) 
represent different elements of B^- Define a sequence of one-letter involution semi-
group words «!, ,a„ such that for all 1 < i < n we have 
X 
X* 
XX* 
X*X 
X2 
ir,) a n d 
if 
if 
if 
if 
if 
Wn = 
Oj = a , 
ttj = a* , 
Oi = aa*^ 
ai = a*a, 
ai = 0 
a(a^ 
a» 
Then Wp = p{cti, ,an and Wg = q{ai, ,an) are one-letter in-
volution semigroup words, and the identity Wp{x) = Wq(x) holds in v , but it still 
fails in B^, namely , 'Wp{a) ^ Wq{a). 
Our goal is now to show that one of Wp, Wg can be assmned to be of the form 
Wa- Indeed, one of these words {wp say ) does not belong to WQ. Now define 
Wp= < 
Wr, 
XWpX 
WpX 
XWr, 
if 
if 
if 
if 
WpEWa , 
Wp G Wa* , 
Wp e Waa* , 
Wp e Wa*a 
clearly , w' eWa. On the other hand , let 
Wg = < 
Wg 
XWqX 
WqX 
XWa 
if 
if 
if 
if 
Wg^Wa , 
Wg e Wa*, 
Wg e Waa* 
Wg G Wa*a 
Now we have tw^  ^ Wa- Since the words from Wa, Wa* , Waa* , Wa*a are 
in regular*-semigroup equivalent to x , x*, xx* , x*x , respectively , we obtain 
that u satisfies x = Wp{x) = w'g{x). The case when n/g ^ Wo easily leads to the 
identity x = x* , and thus to x = x* (which is of the desired type , for w — ^3 )• 
Otherwise , set lu = ly^ , and (3) is proved. 
(3) =J>- (4) .We may assimie that w is reduced modulo the word v = t;(x) such 
that w is of one of the form vx^, vx'^x*, vx*x*, vx*x*x. In the first case , there is 
nothing to prove . In the second case, from x = v{x)x'^x* we obtain 
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* \ „ * „ * „ 2 X = xx*x = xv{x*)x*x*x 
and we define u{x) = xv{x*)x*x*. The third case reduces to the fourth one 
by x = xx*x = vx*x*x*x = {vx*)x*x*x, while the fourth possibility yields x = 
xx*x = xv{x*)x'^x*, returning ws back to the second case. Hence, we obtain an 
identity of the required form. 
(4) =^ (1) Prom the identity x = u{x)x'^ we derive 
X = {x*y = ( u{x*) (a:*)2 )* = x\ u{x*) )*. 
Hence , for each S € u and any 6 G 5 we have b G S^b fi bS^, and so S is 
completely regular . 
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